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MILLIONS
LOST IH
CRASH
Real

Estate Trust Company of

the news of the failure. He had known
Mr. Hippie for many years and t lifailure and its causes, he said, had
greatly grieved him.
For the loans to Adolph Segal. Hippie accepted as collateral securities of
the Majestic hotel, a big new apartment house operated by Segal; the
Swedish Steel company of Lancaster,
Pa., and the Pennsylvania Sugar
company of this city. The sice!
company ami sugar regning concern
have never been placed In operation.
Segal claims the paper he gave
and that he will meet all his

90TH LOSE HEAVILY
Clearing House Refuses Desperate Appeal of Director;',
to Save Concern by Loaning
Seven Million Dollars.

9,(100,000.
Tills was not enough, and as Other
moans of getting money had failed,
Vice President Houston telephoned to
the bank to suspend business and forward the receivership papers to the
court.
In an incredibly short lime
Lite story was on the street and created great consternation.
Hundreds of

people gathered about the building,
clamoring for information, and the
crowd grew so great that a detail of
police was sent for to clear the street.
There was no disorder.
The application tor tile receiver s i ,,
the company has a paid up capital ot
Philadelphia, Pa.. Aug. 2R. The $1,500,080, an apparent surplus of
;i
Estate Trust company, organised an eqttál amount and deposits of
about Sill. 00(1. 000.
iii ixsfi. the depository
f nearly
million fJJtHars of the funds of the
Presbyterian
church
and holding
1300,004 of the limn
of the city of
Philadelphia am) $i? ,000 of state
deposits, today closed its doors. Th
crash was caused by li ;i vv i.ci us made
by the laic i. resident. ('rank K Hlp- ni.', i., Aiioiph Regal, a promotei 011 in
ulflcli'iit security. A desliera t. effwt
was made in save the Institution bv
the board of directors through an appeal to the clearing bouse associating,
inn that body declined to subscribe a
large fund of $7,000,000 because of
Insufficient security.
The liabilities are placed at $in .
00(1,001), with quick asseis of 13,500.- Oihl and iloubilul collateral
amocin
v

1
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MYSTERIOUS

.

IRON

ing to

$K,

MOUND

MURDER

000, 000.

George K. Katie, Jr., president ..t
Ibc Finance company of Pennsylvania,
was ao'iolnted receiver and in n statement In the public he expresses th"
bone thai he may soon he able 'n
recommend a plain to ihc depositors VICTIM FOUND WITH
that will better serve their Interest s
ami terminate his services.
BULLET THROUGH BREAST
President Hippie was always regarded as a conservative financier, but
.
following nis siiu.icu neaiu insi v m j .
an Investigation developed the factJOSO UOIlZaleS QllU Hllai'10 R0- -i
that in loans to .soga nan neeu ma ie
eegarYleas of proper security and Hut
mero Arrested on Suspicion
he bad made false statements tp the
Friends of tlv
directors of the hunk
of Killing Hernando
Gonpresident express the belief thai Sen, ii
Mr.
xeretsed a hypnotic Influence over
zales, Prominent
.

i

Hippie.

4

,

fo-U-

RECEIVES

e.

gotiable or readily convertible. Th's
doubtful collateral Is held mostly as
securty for loans of about $5,300,000
made tntdolpb Segal, a promoter rif
this city, The man responsible for the
failure was Frank K. (Upóle, one of
Phlhlalrphla's best known citizens,
who died suddenly last Friday iii.irn-Inat Hryu- In his country home
Mjiwrjenoar here, under clrrhnlstones.
which in the light of today's development lend to the suspicion that he
may have committed suicide.
Mr. Illpplo. In addition to being
president of the real estate company,
wis treasurer of the hoard of trustees
of the Qeniil ral Assembly of the Presbyterian church of the United states
ami several other church funds, and
was a director of the Franklin NationRecently Mr. Hippie's acal bank.
counts of the Presbyterian Ohttroh
were efsmined by certified accountants and found to he correct, but It
cannot be slated positively toniirh!
whether all the securities belonging ia
the general assembly are Intuct.
Dr. W. H. Roberts, slated clerk of
Ihe general assembly of the Presbyte-rla- n
church, who Ik at Mount Pocono,
Sld that In addition to the deposi's
of the general assembly, the Real Bátate Trust also had about $25,000 nf
funds placed there by him as stated
clerk. The Presbyterian church of
ami the Presbyterian
Philadelphia
hoard of relief he said also had sums
of money In the failed Institution. Dr.
Hubert was asked whether he cuuid
say whether the securities of th"
general assembly, amounting to
Ip Hippie s custody, were Intact,
He replied:
"I have no reason to be'ieve otherwise, but cannot say positively." A
"Were these securities in such shape
that they might nave ticen hypothecated or transferred?"
"I do not know positively as to thai
do not think that they were."
hut
Dr. Roberts was much affected bv
E
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CALL OUT FOR NINTH
ANNUAL MINING MEET

10

DEATH

UP ARMS

able-bodie-

(1

COUNCIL ENJOINED FROM
CONFESSES CRIME TO
USING THE "UNFAIR LIST"
MOTHER OF VICTIM

Racine Man Gets Heavy Dam Apparently No Motive for Awages for Alleged Injury to
ful Deed of Claudio Aragón
Business by Action of Labor
in Killing
Defenseless PaOrganization,
dilla Btfy at Trementina.
Hacine. Wis., Aug. 28. Ünlon
was dealt a heavy blow by the
decision of JndK,. Chester A. Fouler
In the boycott suit for 126.000 damages brought
by Baker
B.
Otto
Schultze against the Trades Labor
itincii, Benjamin Dressen and others.
By the decision the contract exacted
from the boss bakers by the unl.ui
men in an effort to enforce the closed
shop Is held Illegal; the trades coun
,.,,
cil and the individual meml.e.s
enjoined from using the "unfair list "
the boycott Is declared an actionable
conspiracy to accomplish a criminal
or unlawful purpose; Maker Schultt;
is allowed to
recover damages of
i,500 for the loss of profits from the
lime ot the commencement
of the
boycotting acts up to the time of the
trial, and $3.r.oo in damages for the
amount of injury to his business an
property in relation to its selling value.
The decision in pari is as follow:
"All boss bakers of the city signed
tills agreement except the plaintiff,
Who lias steadfastly refused to do so
Upon the plaintiff's refusing to sign
Cl
cited attack upon his business
was begun pj organized labor with th
object ami purpose of compelling him,
against his will, to sign the contract,
ami has been maintained with more
or l. ss vigor up to the present time.
"The plaintiff has suffered a permanent and all hut destructive Injury
i
his business, which has been caused
by the combined acts ami the attitude
of organized labor.
"An Injury to one's business and
trade is on the same fooling as an injury to his tangible property, and the
low furnishes a remedy for one as well
as the other.
"The acts complained of arc. In my
view, plainly in vlolatl
if
section
4N A. Wisconsin statues of 1SS, us
i

i

construed by the supreme court. This
Statute makes any two or more nelsons who shall combine, associate,
mutually undertake or concert together for the purpose of Wilfully or maliciously Injuring another, his trade ir
business, Icy any means whatsoever, or
for the purpose of maliciously compelling another to do or perform anv
act against his will, guilty of an offense punishable by tine and
impii-oninep-

"This, contrae) was

In

itself an

il-

legal contract In that it would by i's
terms oblige Ihc plaintiff to employ
union labor only as distinguished from
n
labor; it would obligate him
io maintain a 'claaed' as dlstlnaulahej
r"'MI
'open shop.' "
non-unio-

THE VOTES HE

CAN BET

EN ROUTE TO FRISCO

I

and Wrecking Trains.

l

Railroads Decían1 They ('an
asil, I ni, Workmen to Take
I'lacc of rnionlsls.
I

Havana, Aug.
In the absence
Las Vegas. X. At.. Aug. JS. -'- huidlo of news of fighting between the govAragón, a Bbepherder, only 19 years ernment and Insurgent forces today
df age, was brought lo Las Vegas Interes! centers in the government's
this afternoon
from Trementina, offer of clemency to those of its enecharged with having beaten fc year- mies who will lay down their arms
old Apolonario Padilla to death with ami return to their homes.
hue tlie press ami public regard
stones, in a lonely spot hi th" hills'.,
ffer as- an important incident of
near Trementina.
the lontlict, the result thus tai- has
The crime Is one of the' a'l'ungcst not been what the government seemto anticipate.
Citizens
generally
and most brutal ever Committed in ed
arc slow lo predict its results and It Is
San Aliguel county, and the authoricriticised especially in many quarters
ties ;ire at a loss to supply a motive because it does not tlx a time limit for
for Ihc deed. Aragón must have com- the laying down of arms, thus giving
mitted the murder in ;i frenzy of rage, thc Insurgents time to test their cause
as the body of his Victim Was man- a while longer and still reserve the
gled almost out of semblante to hu- opportunity to quit their cause whet,
they are satisfied that there is no
man form.
The father of the boy came to this chance of success.
Residents of the country districts of
city and told the story and the officers went out and arreste.! Aragón Havana and Pinar Del itlo provinces
who came without
resistance, '''he uniformly speak respectfully of the
murderer previously came to the sise and conduct of the insurgent
house of th,. dead child's mother, and band, and It is asserted that the nco- ailing mi Ins knees before ihe horrl- - pie of the more remote districts are
lied woman, told of his awful crime, unquestionably with them.
The forces of the revolutionary senand begged her forgiveness.
The mother refused, and rushing timent do not appear as yet to have
to the
spot described bv Aragón. grouuy tummisneu and there are no
of laying down of arms, but it
lip"
found
almost
unrecognlsabl' signs
is too early to expect that response to
corpse of her son.
Secretary Montalvo's order.
Enlistments ami other wat preparWants right on .laps' Death.
London. Aug. L'X. A dispatch from ations; proceeded more rat. idly than
Tokio lo the Daily Telegraph
says ever today. Scores of horses have
the Japanese consul at Vancouver, li. been pressed Into service, their absence being one of the most serious
C.. having reponed
ll
that it is
More volunteers have started
possible to obtain a
and satisfac- - lacks.
lory report of the killlng of four for Pihftr iiei itio, and thp force in
Del
Kb. now Is about 400. whUcs
Japanese by Aleutians While seal Pinar
al San Juan de Martinez is X00.
hunting, ihe Japanes.
government that
lias decided to make Its own Investí- - Extra precautions arc bolng taken lo
guard the railroad between Pinar Del
gat ion.
The consul may be sent to the Itio and San Juan de Alartinez. In anscene of (he killing off ihe Prlbyloff ticipation of luci rá sending a force.
against It. Ills strength M augmentislands.
ing so much that he may undertake
to carry out his threat of destroying
Wants Boycott Suppressed,
ariages ana wrecking trains.
Hong Kong, Aug. 28.--AmeriNo special precautions have been
can consul general here has sent a
dispatch to Ih" vicermy at Canton, taken as to other railroads as they are
asking him to take Immediate steps not threatened with molestation.
Tlie forwarding of troops and amto suppress the boycott on Amerimunition to Ba tábano gives rise to
can goods.
lie reports fhat the boy- the
belief that .some Insurgents have
cott associations have recently held
landed on the soulh coast of western
several large meetings.
Pinar Dei uio.
Captain Ashert's band Wis reported
today near Havana In considerably
larger numbers.
Rryanltes 8warm int.. Gotham.
New York. Aug. 8. The city is till
ing up with Bryan welcomers ami other
excursionists are expected from now oh
until the date of the reception of delegations from all over tlie country.
Qoltra. of St. I.ouls, upon whine
yacht, the "llllnl." Mr. and Mrs. Bryan will he taken off Ihe steamship at
quarantine, said yesterday that he did
not know wiio would he
guests
with the Bryan party atoara the "iu- Ini "
The proposal to have Uryan
spend a pari of the time before he
landed at the batfery In Ihe yacht
does not meet wilh favor hy the Nebraska delegation, It Is said Mayor
Dahlen. of Omaha, chairman of th"
delegation, said.
"We are going to
meet Bryan In Ihc boat and you can
bring
we
will
bet
back if I haVS
him
GOVERNMENT WILL NOT
to lasso him myself."
MEET BOMB WITH BOMB
Carmen Allege ivoitngt.
New Oil
is, Aug. 28. The Joint
protective board of the striking carof tlie Southern Pacific
have
Determined That Order Shall men
placed what they consider evidence
peonage against the cumpany in
Be Maintained in Spite of of
the huiuls of Attorney Humphreys,
Instructions to procure the liberPower of the Fighting Or- with
ty of twelve carpenters, who, it
is
claimed, are luid against their Will.
ganization, .
Lengfleld,
carpena
Louts
St.
Jake
ter, who came here In answer to an
advertisement, with a number of othSt. Petersburg, Aug. 28. In view ers, claims that after he entered the
of tlie suggestions In the foreign press yards he was warned lo remain there,
regarding Ihe coming policy of
but escaped and placed the matter in
founded on rumors cur- the hands of the union.
rent here, it s
stated
dial II would be a great inlslakc to
Engineer Hcaked to Heath.
suplióse that revolutionary terrorism
Oalnsville. Texas. Aug. 211. A colwill he met by terrorism on the pa t lision Occurred near the Santa Fe
of the government, which will always round house this morning about t
be able to distinguish between legal o'clock in which Engineer
Williams
opposition and enemies determined to was so badly scalded and otherwise
nullify the law, Whether by propa- Injured that lie died In a local saniganda or hy passive resistance.
A tarium three hours later.
Mr. Wilpropaganda has Its own means
if liams had Just come in from the Pur-ce- ll
struggling, whether through the pre
freight run. and was baeklnit his
. f
or by meeting; but dlsturbaiies
rengim lo the round house
it
orner win ne prosecuted sternly what- collided vvitli a switch engine.when
Hotli
ever Ideas arc professed.
engines were demolished.
unThe govern men has sufficient meat s fortunate man is survived byThe
a wife
tin- statement
continues, of. suppress- and two daughters.
ing illegal acts, but suppressing Is n
tlie only aim; the Jlr.it problem being
STAMPING OUT YELLOW
the preparation of hills to be presented In parliament for the settlement ,.f
FEVER IN LOUISIANA
pressing questions in a legal manner
The .statement concludes as follows:
"Revolutionists try to destroy the
work of the government but finally Vigorous Measures of Health Board
Nip Hreiid IMxcuhc In the Hint.
they must fall as the government cannot refrain from the fulfillment of reforms simply because one statesman
New I irleans, Aug. 2K. The yellow
or another may be replueod."
refever situation at New Iberia
mains unchanged, and the president
DISASTROUS rntr.
of the slate board of health, Dr. C. H.
Irion, Is busy on the scene directing
KWRinN Oil, FIELD
Aug.
Tex..
Beaumont.
A
28.
the fumigation and other precautionary measures.
holler exploited in the Keith
Ward tract at Spindle Top, at S
Every effort l being made to find
30
p. in., setting nre lo the
.the source, of the primary Infection,
oil storage tanks and 'derricks.
and II is believed the efforts of the
The tire swept over six acres of
doctors on the ground will prove sucfield and while still bunting, Is
cessful within a few diiya.
believed to be under control. As
St. Martin's parish health
near as can be estimated at this s lies have so much confidence author!
In
Dr.
time the dsmagti will not ex- ItrlM'S ability to stamp out the diceed $25. 1100.
sease thai the quarantine bar has
been lifted at Hollina, 1, a and lie
--

-

The

NOT TRYING TO

roversy,

"JACK THE RIPPER" IS
AT LARGE IN NEW YORK

I

Cruisers to fin to Orient.
Aug. 38. ll is expect
ed that very soon after the review of
th" Atlantic fleet bv Presiden! Roosevelt n sousdrnn of cruhrs under h- -i
Admiral Urownson will sail for the
Asiatic station bv way of Furopc and
th( Sue canal. These cruisers are th"
Wst Virginia, the Pennsylvania, Colorado and Maryland The fleet will
leave New York In time to reach Gibraltar by September li.

iHUiniiuii,

--

!
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Man

the Newspapc:
Intimates the District Attor-

New

York. Aim

28

Strings

William

lian-dolp-

Hearst said today When aske.i
Whether he would accept tin- nomination for governor ..r the democratic
convention:
"I will be a candidate of the Independence league If
run, but I certainly Shall no object to the democrats or others voting for me."
"What do you think of the candidacy of Mr. Jerome for the office of
governor of New York'.'" he Was
asked.
"I think .1. rnjne
is doing what tl
is (old lo do by the representatives
uie .uiercsis winch con r hule. i..
his last campaign fund and to vvhlc'i
be is under obligation,"
was
ihc
-

1

I

I2,U,640,632.

TO Ureal. Trisco Strike.
reply.
g,- New York. Aug.
James Fav-le"The object of the men who contri!
a strike breaker, says a momlUM
Is to create a
Jerome
diversion hi
paper, has contracted to break the
will not be n crystallization
l
street railway strike in San Francisco there
public
to
as
sentiment
the real issue.
TWO special trains loaded Willi
eight
"The real issue, as I see It. is po
iiiiiiureo
left Jersey itiiVs Without boss control
through corCity last night for Ban Francisco.
rupt forces. The quogtion Is whether
the people shall control politics independent of the dictation of corporations coming through criminal boss
"It seems to mo that Mr Jerome's
coins, slp.ws - laliily that lie is mote
anxious to satisfy Hie Dosses than ne
i
is to serve the
I
pie.
think his
candidacy is insincere as well as somewhat foolish.'1
"Ho you think If possible that Mr.
will he mini nal ed for uovei- Jerome
sis i- itnor by Ihe democrats?"
"ir Mr. Ryan ami Belmont control
Ihc convention I consider it not on. y
possible, but probable that Jerome will
be Hie democratic nominee"
Mr Hearst was then aske.i concerning the statements of c. k. Murphy,
l. a.l. r of Tammany Hall, to Hie effect
that Mr. Murphy was supporting him
"I do not believe Murphy Is supporting me now," said Mr. Hears',
"nor do
believe that he would
me at any critical point II has
me
greatly when such men
amused
MEET TO DISCUSS RATE
as Murphy, McCarren and Bulllvan
have come out as my supporters,
LAW WITH COMMISSION
"They have not meant what
thev
aid
There have I n many stories
as to my alleged affiliations with MurIiul i have denied them puhliclv.
Representatives of Railroads phy."The
object of these bosses In a
that tin y were supporting tne has
Willing to Comply With tye ing
been to affect primary voting and to
confuse men who are really on tip'
LawBut Have Few Valuable side. The primary principle .f tlie
Independence league, of which i am
a member, la the destruction of bosses
Suggestions to Offer,
and bossism. and
cnunot see ho'v
such men as Murphy can really lie out
Washington, Aug. 28. To dlscttsa for my support,
"It is also true that when a man
certain phases of the railroad
mt goes
after the scalp of another ne
law Which look effect todgy, there was does not
often get the support of ho
a conference which lasted tlie great r pursued."
pari of the .1.1 between members if
the Interstate commerce coininissio
TYSON NOMINEE FOR
and representatives of the railroads
and shippers of the country.
The ALABAMA CHIEF EXECUTIVE
siriKe-Dreake-

--

rs

RAH WAY
inn l. it n

IUP
iiilii

nnurrn
iiutun
uuhilii VIII

'

Behind

ney Has Numerous
Tied to Him,

i

lm-fu-

TERRORISTS

San Francisco. Aug. 28- .- The three
principal developments in the street
railway strike today were the receipt
uf a report that Thomas M. Farley
had left Xew York with 700 strikebreakers; the statement of Thornwall
Mullalley, assistant to President Calhoun, declaring that the Cnlted railroads would find no difficulty In engaging men to fill the places of strlk
ers and the meeting of ten unions
connected with the cable and electric roads. Including Ironworkers and
teamsters, who decided to fully sup
port one another In the present con-- i

Uncle Sain Prosperous.
Washington, Aug.
. Unequal ed
prpoaperlty in the manufacturing industries of the 1'nlted States for the
.''I lar year 1904, is shown in a census bulletin Jusl completed, which is
compared by the census bureau with
a similar census for the year 1900,
The number of manufacturing establishments in the country, as shown by
the last census, is lll,2l, an Increase
of t per cent over 1900. Capital increased during tile live veins from
M 8.826.200 to I1S.SRS SK S71 ,o- per cant In the same period the
total value of producís increased from
111,411,121,122 to 114,802,147,087,
a
gban of 30 per cent.
There has
been an increase of lit per cent in the
number of officers ami clerks emploj
sd by these manufactories and a gain
of r. par cent in ihe salaries paid, in
Ihe same time Ihe number of wage
earners Increased 1fi per cent, and the
salaries :tn per cent. The number of
wage earners reported for 1906 was
5,470,321, Willi an annual Income of

Special to the Horning Journal.

In--

United

!1V-

been affiliated with the Malta and has .'i
Shall Be Candidate of Inalready been convicted of swindling.
Cardinal Kampolhi indignantly
dedependence League If Run
WAR PREPARATIONS
nies that She Is any relative of his.
and says lie was never acquainted
for Governor" Says William
lie says thai his signaPROCEEDING RAPIDLY "i'h her.
tures to ihe letters used by the "Marchioness' are forgeries.
the Common People's Friend
Her chief
victim was a
guard who WSJ
Believed
Guerra Is Getting swindled out papal
ot
several thousand
pounds .sterling, as well as the familv
Strong Enough to Carry Out jewels. The woman's
trial, which win ASSERTS JEROME IS
begin shortly, promises to reveal acDOING BOSSES' BIDDING
Threat of Burning Bridges complices of high standing.

TERRORIZE

700 STRIKE BREAKERS

USE ALL

TO

i

Denver. Colo.. Aug. 28, A call for
Xew York. Aug. 28
Mrs. Annie
the ninth annual session of the AmerMoore was found murdered early toican mining congress, to he held in day In a furnished room on West Secshe had been horribly
Denver. October 10 to ! ! next, was ond street,
ripped ami slashed. One gash has
Issued today by J. 11 Itlchards. presijugular
severed
the
vein In the left
dent, and James F. ( 'a librea t h. Jr.,
secretary. The president of the Unit; side of the throat, another almost severed the wind pipe, the breast was
eu mates, tne enter executives of foreign nations ami governors of slates badly slashed and a deep knife thrif t
and territories are Invited to appoint had ripped open the body, disembowIch delegates each, and mayors of cit- eling it. No weapon was found an
ies and towns, hoards of county com- there were few blood marks ground
missioners, hoards of trade, chambers the room. James Morris, the woman's
on
of commerce, mining bureaus and ex- husband, was held by the police
changes, miners' organizations and srl- - suspicion. II was he who notified Hi
police of the murder.
entitle societies two delegates each.
The horrible wounds found on th
woman's body recalled the "Jack the
Death In Forest Flee.
some years ago. In- Paris, Aug. 28. A forest fire broke Hipper" murders
showed signs of a slritggl"
out at Mount CaUme, near Toulon, to- vesllgallonpolice
concluded Ihe woman
day, a detachment of the Kieventh and the
In
her sleep. Moore
regiment of the line which was sent was attacked
to assist in putting out the fire was maintains he Is Innocent. The murcaught In the valley, and before It dered woman was the widow of the
brother.
After his dVh
could escape four men were burned iirlsoner's
went rapidly down the scaV.
to dealh and eighteen others Injured. she
Moore,
who
Heed
with the wnmnn is
Several other members of the detarh- - husband,
has a wife and two children
ment disappeared.
The fire Is still Mvlng hardly
a stone's throw from Ihc
raging and there is great excitement.
The murder-- . I
The authorities of Toulon have gone scene of the crime.
years
woman
58
was
old.
to the scene.
Dies in Harvey House.
Somervllle, Texss, Aug. 28. Mr.
'in in a main line engineer of the
j Santa
Fe, dropped dead In Ihe Har
vey eaung nonse nere tast tiignt at 12
o'clock while drinking a cud of cof
fee.
Heart failure is supposed to
have been the cause.
Mr. Oarvan
lived In Oalveston, to which place his
remains were shipped for burial

FAIL TO 61VE

PRICE 5 CENTS

HEARST ARLE

Wisconsin . Judge
Declares With Sharp Stones Nineteen-Year-Ol- d Embarrassing Silence Follows
Common Adventuress.
Boycott to Force Baker to
Youth
Mangles
Palma's Appeal to Revolu-- I Home, Aug. 28.- The
ot ('ardiñal Kami.olla vi h
ni"'
Accept Closed Shop Is CrimBody of Child Beyond Reclion to Come in and Behave "T1''1 "" l,:,m" 01 Marchioness ven- o. o... o
a com ilón
""
inal Conspiracy.
Neapolitan adventuress.
ognition Near Las Vegas,
She has
Itself.

Ranchman.

v

BEATS BOY

II

SEVEREJOLT

Hippie':-- .

Although the cause of Mr
de.. ih was riven by his physician and Special to the Morning
Journal.
the CAroffer as cerebral he inorrbug
Las Vegas, x. M Aug. 28. Word
it is Intimated that he may have committed suicide.
reached here this evening of the murder at Wagon Mound of Hernando
HEAVY
MM''.
l'ItlíSÜV'HIKI ANs
LOSERS BY CRASH (núzales, a prominent young ranchPhiladelphia, Pa., Aug. l'n. t'nahi" man of that place Who belonged to
to meet its obligations because of the one at the best families In
the counamount of money loaned on seen ri
Gonzales was found today, by
bv its president, the Real Kstate Trust ty.
lornpany of Philadelphia, which up accident, lying oil his face in a loneto last Saturday was considered nn
ly arroya with a. gaping bullet hole
of the strongest financial institutions through
his breast.
Jose Conales,
in lliclty closed Its doors today. So. n
relative of the dead man, and Hiafter the doors closed (ieurge ap-H. alario
Homero,
have been ueste! on
Karle, a prominent financier, was
of being the murderers, as
pointed receiver. The ia hi les of. suspicion
there
was
to be a difficulty
$lo,Olin.-oooknown
the company are placed ai
against which there arc qUiCH as- between them ami the murdered man,
there ts said to be oth r
sets of about 3.!i()0,OO0 and collateral and
of about jf.OOd.OOO, which is not ne- deuce to connect them With th

1

UMUH LAdUH SHEEPHEnDEn INSURRECTOS

How far Hippie benefitted in the
loans made or whether he was merely the tool of others is yet to be
All the directors are remaining silent on that point, and
also on the question of whther there
will be any criminal prosecutions. In
order to hide the true condition ot
be company and save himself. Hippie
resorted to the falsification of his reporta, which were accepted as tin '
by the directors.
He used what the
receiver termed a "double system "
of making reporta.
When the state
bank examiner called Hippie presented to him good securities to off-sthe loans made, and when the president made his reports to the directors he would show them a bundle

of other securities and other paper
along with them exhibit the cvr-- I
Philadelphia
Goes to the and
Hi. He of the bank vi'xaininer which
ifowed thai the accounts which the
Wall Owing Enormous Sum examiner
bad Investigated were correct.
The directora supposing the
to Depositors.
securities shown them were tin same.
approved the reports.
As soon as the directors beard of
the sudden death of President Hip
pie
they began an invest igat ion of nis
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
affairs and were shocked when they
learned of the true condition of the
THE HARDEST HIT company.
Application papers for a temporary receiver were prepared and left
at the Offices of the trust company,
which the directors went to tlie
President Hippie Commits Sui- after
meeting of the clearing house assoto make a last apnea' for
ciation
cide After Making Reckless help. The
newspapers were aware
of the trend of events and had men
Loftns to Promoter Said to 'stationed
at the hank ready to riasb
the closing of the bank If It ocHave Hypnotized Him.
curred.
There were probably fifteen
hank presidents at the clearing house
to meet the directors of the
trust
company. The latter stated that they
(too.
$7.
000,
needed
but
the best the
CITY AND STATE WILL
banks could do was lo guárante.'

local Hoard of health pissed a
expressing conrtdeiice In the
state board.
Among the business men and others
'in New Orleans ale beard '.raise
hoard's activitv ami the
,.f
Dr. Irion upon the situation.
It is
generally believed that he will prevent the disease from spreading and
that there will be in. quarantine r.s.
Mictions on travel or freight traf-- l
tic.
Crocerymen. bakers. milkmen
and butchers supplying those within
ihe quarantine section are required
to deposit their provisions at th" Hue,
where they are taken up bv II
ml
d
chasers.
All
men in Un
restricted quarter are given employ
ment in cleaning up at II nor d ,v
jthus enabling them to earn their foo l'
while bottled up. Tonight President
Irion declared the situation much Im
proved ..111 every iew point.
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SHIPPERS

I

sli.i-po-

rl

1

I

v

railroad officials present numbered
twent) lour, among whom were Vice
President Caldwell of tlie Dataware,
kaClUWannS aitd Western; Vice Pres.
Idetit Crammer of the New York Cen- tral: Oenernl Counsel Massey of the
Pennsylvania, and C.enernl Counsel
Clardy Of thfl Missouri Pacific, while

Comer's Majority for novornor Will
Resell '.Mint) hy Latest neturws.

Is.- Montgomery. Ala., Aug.
yesterday's
from
democratic
primary indicate Hint John It. Tyson,
eu..ui,h
of Montgomery, has carried
counties to insure his nomination for
P. T. Henlley. of Chicago. J. A. Far-IcComer's majority .',"
chief Justice.
of Hallas. Texas, ami James
governor will reach 2. otto. Cray leads
of Knoxvllle, Tenn,, were anion,; for lieutenant governor. VV. W. Itran-do- n
was nominated for state auditor-- .
the speakers for the shippers.
The
American Shippers' association ani Walter Seed for treasurer and Fran1;
the Illinois Manufacturers' association N. Julian for secretar) Of slate. John
were ren resented.
O. Harris and Charles Henderson
Tlie railroad
representatives
winners for assistant railroad
gave assurance of their Intencommissioners The race for the comtion to comply fully with the
mission of agriculture and Industries
but presented their views as
is In doubt. For alternate Culled
the operation of c. rtaln provision, Stales senators. Congressman Bank-hea- d
among the points urged being extenleads, with the second place do
ma v bel wen Johnston and Knox.
sion of lime In which curriers
tile their schedules with the commission; continuance of the present methBBtea by a Crocodile.
od of posting tariffs; objection lo any
Salisbury. Hhodesla. Aug. 28. An
change in export ami Import raits Englishman
named Warniau. formerpending a full heating ami the absoat Salisbury Railway stalute concurrence of all the carriers In ly employed
has been eaten by a crocodile.
terested before tlie establishment if tion,
Wurman and a companion, H. K. BenJoint rates. The shippers' representa
decided, at the end of last month
lives urged Ihe protection of their in-- . nett
go on a trading trip across thp
lerests. particularly against the rad- - to
KaiUS river.
elaMHlftc!ttl....M uo nu
.till
On arriving at the river they
put up rates and contending for the
together a rough boat, on
discretion of the commission In the knocked
which they placed nil their belongexport and import changes and for the ings,
and then embarked.
publication of mu in Ihc full aca crocodile atWhen In
ceptation of Hint term. The commission reserved derision on Ihe ipiestio s tacked the boat and upset it. Bennett
being
and Wurman both
left flounderbrought up.
ing In the water.
They
out
struck
for
the opposite
Loci Mayor to visit Parla.
which Bennett reached, but on
Paris. Aug. 28. The Paris muni shore,
looking round he saw the crocodile
cipal council Is making elaborate seize
Warnmn's leg and drag him unpreparations for an official visit of the der the
water.
lord mayor of London and the sheriffs
Bennett
hud to travel 300 miles beof London, who arc expected here In fore he
reached a whlto man's abode
tlctober.
at Bunu.
There will he a banquet and n
ball at the Hotel de Vllle, a gala
It.HiHCvelt u, li v i,, it stick.
performance at the opera and the
Washington, Aug. 28 The
In fact, the idents order regarding phonetic prestown will be decorated.
spellvisitors will be accorded a semi re- ing will be extended
to nil parts
gal reception.
the government by his direction tint.f
The man In the street regards this all documents are to
be printed with
as distinctly proper, for If asked who that form of spilling.
eommitto
the lord nuiyor Is, he would explain representing the various Adepartments
that while Kdward VII Is king of of the government printing office hns
Knglaml "Milord Malre" Is king of been appointed to
formulate rules for
London.
carrying out this order.
Rs-lur- ns

Mav-nar-

an-pe- ar

new-law-

,

i

.

.

i

mid-strea- m
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the noer. On filtering ih hsv barn
fie ssw the flrure of a man between

PACKERS COME

Ml. GRETNA

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

IS!

himself and a bark door anil íllcd
out "Wtio'i there'" The fellow wa
dragging a bale "f hav toward th
open lacc door and seemed to rare
nothin for younc I.umhlcy's Intcrro- - I
(ration. At thl Junction Mr. Lumblcy IDEAL OF ALL THE
flrel at the thief, but shot over th"
fWlow'5 head, thfnltln
to near htm
or to tin. I out "Who i. thorp?" But.
Instead, the fellow continued to tlr.is
hl bale of h iv and Mr. l.umblt-shot
El
MANEUVER
CAMPS
at him wo- SteOWd time, mining him
anout fix incnc.
the bail gomii
throurh thi- door near the fellow's
body.
This brought the thief to
rfl vl f it II of fho ilnmr.-- ,.f tlcilinp
hay while l.e,wK wa.rhe.l ley "a man GENERAL GRANT TELLS
anil ne jumpeii nui
niui a
tory door to the
of the second
OF SCOPE OF WORK
round, about twenty-liv- e
feet, fall- among
were
a
lot of horse 'nat
Ik
on hay.
The horses stain-iede- d
Assure Department They Are feeding hut
the thief got out of the Broad Pennsylvania Meadows
tangle anil skinned over the l a. i;
Anxious to Cut Out All htitli hoard fence like a cat. Alamo-gord- o
Admit ably Adapted for Field
News.
ConChemicals and Give
of Department!
Instruction
RECORD BREAKING YEAR

THE JAFFA

I

ALBUQUERQUE,

GROCERY COMFY

DOWN BEFOR E

THESHOOTING

i

MEXICO

NEW.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

i
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INTEREST AlTÓWElToN SAVINGSEPOSITS

''GoodThiBjrstoEat"

Oo Your Eyes

Trouble You?

i

j

j

BAKERY
Thi Quality

of

FOR ARIZONA MINES

of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Our Goods
I KXAMIXF, T1IKM

Is Our Best Ad.

j

sumer Square Deal.

DEPARTMENT

the East,

We only use the very best of
material and employ the best
link, rs we can get.
We want you to buy ur Lay r
Cakes, also Chocolate,
nut, Date or Nut Cake
These
cakes are sure to pi, asi you and
the price will convince you It Is
a waste of time for y u to do
your own baking.
We make Cream l uffs, Lady
Fingers, Macarroin
lookles of
ar guarantee
nil kinds, etc..
a ever eat.
them as fine lis any
ven to tir
special attention
tiers for anything io the pastry
line for parties, dinners, etc.

Camp Roosevelt, Mt. Oretna, Pa.,
luestlon that the Aug, IÍ. Uncle Sam Is making here
a record break T his first experiment in teaching the
DISAPPEAR FOREVER
of Ar
Xcv afta of war to the regulars and state
r liefme has NN goaen
trtity militia together on the vast plane
in en known throughout
in tire of actual campaigning.
Heieafter Potted Chicken Will territory, says the Arizona .M: I !: - Maneuver camps are nothing new,
Hut Camp
either here or abroad.
lew.
Tlie Breat additions that havi been Roosevelt is more than a maneuver
Have To Be the Genuino m.iili.
til llu. fuel HI...,
u Hu
camp. It Is a enmp of instruction
,,f Arizona orea at h,,m,
as well. It is a gathering of federal
Sdiiflwltlnff Artinlfi and Not
""
'
had a .steady growing Inllutnei en tli troops and national guardsmer! from
i
development of mining. propertli
Qnftpn
Noi various states on an equal footing to
Ofltip in Rkunkp
UI6bUlbt,
d
without brlmrins Intel- - be taught problems of war, not
llgence at the resumption of work on merely to participate In spectacular
were profitably operated battles with blank cartridges. In this
Washington, Aug. 2. From pres mines that
in the past, bin that hud ceased to respect it is a departure from 111"
ent In. II, itioiiM the meat paokers-- - pay
When the easily accessible deposit.- - methods hitherto undertaken at milioo iiiimr the l.iir firms that lia... given
United
in the
hlfih rraile shipping ore near tit o tary encampments
trouble, and wire expected to gi' surfac
were taken a lit Under Bree States and in foreign countries as
more Intend to emulate I in vy Crock- en! conditions
Ik realized that de ip well.
It is a slop far in advance of
ett's coon and come down a without milling has at itlast
eeees
any that has ever been taken herebecome practicaconfershouting. There has been
sees
that the day of the
tofore by the armies of the world.
ence this week between the repreaca-- t ble, and
eeees
gTtde proposition" has arrived.
The selection of a camp site for
ItlVta of the Chicago, Omaha and Not
only an hundreds of promising thS department of the east was the all
Kans.is City packers and the departs
mines being reopened, and other Important question that confronted
HOME COOKHIfi DEPARTMENT
ment of agriculture as to the meat old
of new ones doming Into the the war department
when congress
labels that will be used under no hundreds,
producer:',
Is
camp.'
of
a
rank
this
but
authorised
there
instruction
There were fifteen
new meat hiwr.
Increase In production among Without much hesitation it was d
or twintv of the renresentail V'MI In generalproperties
Wo Prepare our Own Meals
that have been stead tided to try Mt. Qretna as an experl-- i
they
Washington, anil
assured the de-- 1 those
and prafltADlJ operated under the ment. with a view to selecting a per- and (lumínico tin- Qualify.
partmebt that they were willing to ily
regime. This
especially true of manent camp. Pennsylvania has for,
do all that the law required, quit I ho old
on
Hand
big
copper
years
the
minea of the territory several
held Its annual encampuse of chemicals, dyes and preserva- The
united Verde In the north and ment here.
tives, stop misbranding goods and i nn the whole
group of copper properties
VEAL SOUP
Mt. Qretna is half a night's ride
their business on straight line..
in the smith will show a record of front New York City, headquarters of
BOILES TOXGUH
There are some points where Mi' production
never before eriualed. It la lie department of the east. It Is lo-- I
pure fyod law and the meat inspec- Indeed a safeBOILED HAM
- prediction that Arizona cated on the Cornwall & l,ebannn
tion law will overlap a little, and the
(1111' BEEF
object of the packers was to gel what- will In ad the list this year in Its coo- railroad, which travels through the
beautiful Lebanon valley of PennsylSWISS CHEE IB
ever information was necessary about perA output.
relative Increase in the gold, sil- vania. Une steps from the train and'
BRICK CHK1
the two laws, so that after tin v had
asIs
lead
ver
production
also
gels the hist glimpse of the camp
made (ip their labels fur the meat in-- I sured,and The fact that less money
CHEESE
LIMBURGGB
great
lie
is through
dense foliage of
pe. tinn on October 1 thSV would not
to onen the average gold min
white oaks and chestnut trees.
have to change them again on Janu- needed
eeees
An ideal Battle Ground,
ary i to cake them conform with the than If required to develop n copper
eeees
properly renders the enlistment if
pure food law. The pucker sub- capital
As far as the eye can see the hent'-- j
oeeee
gold
In
mlnlnoperation
nearly
mitted about 2,000 labels, and
tiful green hills, one rising above the1
easy,
be
the
since
to
chang
be
all of them will have
dotted
We have solicitors who call for
ginning of the ear a great numhrr other like great terraces, arc
As soon as the new dies are mad ' of Investment!
of khaki lirown, or canvas
been made
every mOIttltlR and these
in uiih tents
orders
they will be .submitted to the depart- gold and silver have
flags
Regimental
while.
here and
and n:i there
ment of agriculture, the department enormous amount prospects,"
orders are dksflvercd 1)0 fore dinmark the headquarters of regu- beer)
of
cash
has
of commerce and labor and the treas- devoted to legitimate
lars and national guards alike. Ii'ir
ner. W liy noi have one stop
development over
ury department to seo Whether or work
these camp grounds of the in- every
mining
in
almost
district
c guarantee
ni your house'.'
not thev fulfill ail the requirement! In the territory. The combined effect fan try are the long lines of horses
of the law. After they are passed as of all these expenditures of money on a slope In low tli" cavalry and ar-- !
satisfaction
CCjrOOt they will be used u.v h" goods
prove surprising tlllery quarters. Just above these on
win
effort
that the average citizen buys at tho ami
even to the Arizona mini who keep the summit of another great terrace-lik- e
ry and butclier "nops.
hill the signal corps and engin-eer- s
closely In touch with current mininr.
(uick Change of I i out.
the statist les of ltflfl Of a aro encamped, and from thf top!
tu see history, when
I! was rather
remerltMbls
giant oak tree comes the clatter!
le en written. Arizona tods)'
eray that the packers came into shall have
In
of the wireless telegraph, used here,
The
Grocery Co.
represents
fie!
most
the
attractive
camp. They had been assuring
for tho first time In the signal service.
investment
In
for
conservative
for four years past that It would
Away above all is the highest point
"Good Things lo Eat"
investment of money in minI," impossible for them to continue ing enterprises
can uc found on of the camp where fjenerai Frederick
that
in the packing business without thé the American continent, ami the rec- Dent Grant and his staff are quarMall Orders Pilled Same Day
Now they an-- n
use of preservatives.
From his threshold he can
of the year win demonstrate the! tered.
as Received.
ounce meekly that they are willing ords
Sweep the entire camp
with Held
Is becoming generally "refact
this
to drOp the Úhole chemical scheme, cognized throughout the United Stater glasses.
with the dyet and coloring matter
General Grant at headquarters gavel
a comprehensive statement
and preservatives, and not only put
as to tho
Don't miss It "Loveri and
up meat with no other curing than ties' Biles' opera house,
ev- - plans, acopo nnd purposes
of the Oretna, centrally located as it is and
sugar and saltpeter, ruing, August !!.
pinoke, salt,
amp.
with ample transportation facilities.
Where allowed, but even ibel the procamp of instruction," he
'This
Another reason why Mt Qrefn
ducts that the public buys with Just REMARKABLE CAREER OF
is the first we have ever was adopted was because' of its excelIs
I):
In the can.
what
Iciil tli.it
lUght troops from the reg- - lent health record. Never has there
Tin- offletala of the three depart
MAADC uiar rmy ami the state troops to been a fever scourge at Mt. Oretna
n'DDirM
rnifriD
i
i
ment ny that if the food mana
'
to learn real warfare.
unitn mvwii gether
luí
in all its history as a military camp.
facturera come into camp with as ih- "There have been, and are now. Camp Roosevelt has been in opera- tle trouble, life will In- one grind,
maneuver camps In the country, but lion about a month, and has been at(Phoenix Republican.)
Bill there Is a shrewd
SWeei snug.
they are not camps of instruction In tended by from 3,000 to 4,000 reguimaplclon that some of the manufacO'Brien Mnore was 50 years old the sense
mean. We take up the lars and by from O.ooo to 8,000 stats
turéis ai,- going to light the pure food and wis 1,0111 in the county of Cork, advanced drills here, going just be- troops who make weekly stays there,
law from the dropping of the Hag. Ireland, being educated in Dublin colyond whal troops In garrisons are ami then lias not been one case of
and that tiny will do all In their
He was the third BOH In a no- supposed to learn, and then we make serious Illness in the hospital.
power to have the supremo court de- lege.
The topography of Camp Roosevelt
progressive drill isting ope week,
ble Irish family, but came to Amerclare it un, '.institution i.
ica when In was only HO years old each phase leading to another phase is such that after several days of
As to the meat product labels, they
found employment on tin- Hous- farming What might be termed a cam- rainy weather which Cicneral Grant
v. Hi have Mime rather curiau
results, and
ton i 'St. remaining with that paper paign, and ending on Friday in a aid would make a raise rabie morass
The "picnic ham" will disappear from until In- became its manaRln? editor. problem which must be met and of many a camp within a half hour
1h
market. Some people know and Sever'
bis connection with that ioiigiil out by the opposing farces afler each rain had passed Ihe entire
tome do not toil the picnic him is Journ ik he associated himself with which W8 call the 'blues' and the camp was as dry as could be desired
Ho ham at all. Tin. same a true of the
for drills, and never was there a time
:'t. LaulS Republic, a leading 'browns.' "
the California hun. which Is really demo, ratio newspapsr, He served It
These forces are distinguished bv when the tents became, uncomfortaibes.,
si shoulder.
will have iii ti e apacity of editor and later having some of the soldiers wear their ble.
Both of
to go. The manufacturers win claim. went 'o Washlnífton, D.
Ideal surroundings no less than
as Its spe- Mil" slilrts ami tlie others their hrown
of course, thai these wa re onll trade cial irrespondent The CRepublic at blousi i, Tin- settlement of the prob-th- a good management have made our first
names and designed to mislead no that time maintained about the most lorn a
end of the week, whether experiment in combining the instruc- body. But tlie fai t remains ih.it thfl pretentious
Washington bureau of It be
Sham battle Uve or six miles non of regulars and militia a big sucwere deceptions and eunnol be us"d iiny newspaper In the country and Mr. from amp or whether it he a mld-itt.- u cess.
after the now law goes into Ifo t,
MOOTC Commanded a large salary as night
k upon the camp itself,
s
The sain" Is true of the "poll id its cor respondent, having also a nuin- - v hat may be termed a maneuver. The
Child Falls off Porch Hoof.
son of
Robert, the
ham" so largely sold. Tin- packors ber o
ii tanta In it's otflce.
drill during the ween
progressive
K.
Mann, met with a very painful
admitted that there was not much
It raa dufinK 'be Incumbency of leading up 1.1 the problem or man- II.
Vi
diiesday
a
Chicago
polled
cldent
of
in
the history
afternoon at
ham
HhbsI ent Cleveland, who during that euver, covers field service reaulatlhns.
He and another
packing, when a hun was put up admn latratlon was not only bitterly involves all j, liases of Held instruc- - about 4 O'clock,
youngster about the same ago were,
by tie- republican press but lion and is In the end
there was some trimming and paring op pon
to get it in good shape, These e rips was deserted also by mosl of tin- lead ba termed a campaign. what mlghi playing on the upstairs porch nt the
front of the Boyer house when lie
were potted and mixed with other ing Journals of tils own party, which
Qencral Oram praises Mt, Qretna.
tally fellto the walk a distance
tilings and sold as potted bain, hut defended the senate in lis attitude of
many
"in
respects,"
won-'
of about fourteen feet.
continued
The other
lln re was Comparatively little straight warel ire against the president, .Moore ral
Orant,
"Mt.
Qretna
is
an
ideal child did not realize what had happotted hun on the market, Now if and the St. Louis Republic, however, spot
an
for
encampment
on
as
was
vast
such
pened,
Robert
knocked senseliny one buys potted ham there will were faithful to the executive and as- plane
as this has been pitched, one1 less, Sometime later Mr. Boyer found
be ieal ham in It, and nothing else, sailed the senate without nun y. As a
needs but to look at the rolling hills the child apparently asleep and carJ!ut the chances are Unit it Will not result Moore had access to the execuas they are here and llnre by ried him to Mrs. Mann, remarking he
figure so largely in the Bigst adver- tive hainhcrs and the confidence of shaded
gn
at oaks and chestnuts to sec thai had found a sleepy hoy. Mrs. Mann
tisements as formerly, and may 00
the president when most corresponrom
a
topographical standpoint wo examined the child and found he was
dents were barred. This was a gold
inore.
navi here a perfect olace. The wnw not sleeping but was uneonscious, and
MUSI lb" lllc Ileal mina;,
mine for the Itepubllc. which came to runs
off by as perfect a system of nut - his right leg was broken. Dr. Smith
The same will lie true M potted he looked upon as the main channel
oral drainage gj anybody could ds- -l was nillcil and put the leg In splints.
chicken, which hereafter win have, to of information from the WhlU House. Sire,
That is, I11 my opinion, a greut Yesterday the child was taken 10
Subsequently Moonsevered his
l.e good, pure, sound chicken, and n t
Wlnsl.iw and Dr. Hathaway reset the
sheep In disguise. Also "veal loaf" 'connection with the Republic and chanta ge..
"For all lines of Instruction We arc Kg,
Mr. and Mrs. Mann returned
will have to state on the label how bought a newspapef In Charleston, Si
mu, h of it Is veal and what propor- C, which proved a losing investment admirably located here at Mt Qretna! home with him on No. x ami Bobby
The
r,
ground Is fashioned by nature (of Minis to be gelling along nfrely.
tions of pot itoes, bOSf SUet and bread iiml whliii used up bis financial
place
in
regard to thi loll, rook Argus.
eit. When the Spanish war broke u camping
rumhs there are In the can.
pitching
of tents and filling up the
More double Is expected Ulule- Ipc out lie rals il a regiment In West VirDOES Vol r SCALP ITCH.
His settlement generally. It Is much bet- pure food law from the dealers In ginia and was made it colonel.
liquors and drug than from any regiment got as far as Jacksonville Icr to be In a rolling countrv lik- - Vre Your Hairs Dropping one by One,
man 10 ue on a
ither class. It happens that by far the where It was held for some time and 'oís,
If your scalp Itches you are doubf
plain, or to in, in a wild, mountainI irger
number of dealers In whiskey where lie formed the acquaintance ous
country."
less suffering from dandruff.
The
in this country employ bottles run- of c,il,,ne William Jennings llryan,
n
Win
Osoeral Qraat was directed dandruff germ s digging up your
ning live and six to the gallon, and who was there In a similar capacity. to bring out
In
sculp
troops
little Hakes, called dandrutQ
from the various
hlii regiment was not
holtle as they choose without the gov- - Finding that
likely to e, any re
service be re- garrisons and forts in his department and sapping the life of the hair bulb.
rrnmenl bonding stamp.
N'o
Bjather
and
preparation that is n mere
hair
them
at
Mt.
through
Urotna. he
Hut under the new law whiskey and signed his commission, and
marched the infantry the first I'OO hair stimulant and tonic will cure
very other liquor will have to state the Influence of political friends In miles
of its loui'liev. and then Ihe dandruff, because it won't kin thi
whal amount of spirits there In th West Virginia, hip reeded in securing rest of Ihe way by
train. The cav- - germ that causes the trouble. New-bro'- s
from President McKlnley an appolnt-- !
hottfej and bow much the bottle hold
airy
Herplcldc Is the latest sclentlfl-and
artillery
300 miles
army
marched
paymaster
in
11s
with
the
ment
mid whether it Is a blend, a comand it will kill the dandruff
rank of major. This, however, of the Journey before boarding trulns discovery;
pound or an Imltatlnn.
The pejN the
germ.
tinfor
Destroy the cause and you r
Pennsylvania
camp.
ene-- I
r,,,,i committee must decide whit Is was the opportunity his
Here was something new in the mi ve the effect; kill the germ and vog
mies In the senate had been looking
a blend, a compound or Imltatlor.
way of going from garrison to garriwill have no more dandruff, falling
and that body refused to confirm son,
The puhlli! In the past few years for
Sold by leading
and It served to reveal the fact hair or habile
hag he n waking up to the short-o- n the appointment.
Send 10c. in stamps for
He then turned his eyes to the Ta-- i that the Culled States soldiers are druggists.
team- bottle trick, for (lie bureau
and for brief periods was son. many of them falling out of sample lo The HorOlOldS Co.. Detl'oil,
of engraving and printing reports that cine coast with
H. II llrlggs ii Co.. special
Many Mich.
various of the Cali- lino on tlie long marches.
connected
there are more calls than ever
newspapers and later with ati horses Also gave out. Nothing could agenta
fornia
for bonding stumps.
The peopaper.
From F.I Paso he have y been more benellclul than these
ple who bottle thlr goods In bond Kl laso
marches, for they showi:t
to Phoenix for I short time a
cunte
11
i "iit'TTFn THot 111,1
have found Ihelr trade going up by few years ago
going to Tuc-- ' ed that garrison life In American 11 IVOI
then
and
NK MEADOW GOI-and bounds, nnd there nr" now son became associated with the CIU-- 1 forts does not Reap the Individual solBCTTEft,
Is THE BEST BtTTEH Mum
order for bonding stamps in th- - bu- 2cn, first as editor, and later as presl- - dier hardened to make a long march.
M) S( M M 1: CASI IT.IHH I
reau uf engraving and printing thre? dent and general manager of the pub Hereafter there will be many auoh
or four months ahead of time.
ONIiV IT
was a gifted tramps for the regulars.
llnhlng company.
v
Altogether thre seems to he a writer, a man of keenHe observation, of
The department of Ihe east
lilt. .1 Mix anocEnv
general nwakenliie, of the public
'(.mI " " to Rat '
Maine on the north and Port
of
strong
probably
personality,
and
lh waiter of pure food, and It I wld'-experience
than any other RiCO on the south. It Includes all the
sc liooi, BOOKS or Al.l. KINDS
thought that when the two new laws newspaper man in the
New England states. New York. New
territory.
M VTKON Jt CO.
T o.
fro Into effect they will work more
Jersey,
Pennsylvania,
Delaware.
smoothly nnd more to the benefit of
Maryland, District of Columbia, West
HOT ROLLS,
Money,
ulll.li,
the
sums tn milt. W.
Virginia. I'orto Wo o and Its adjacent
than w is Ibmifrbt nnamihlu
HOI' BHEAD,
w bell I lie
n m :it.
Islands.
The question of the cost of trcllc, agent, IK, W. Coal.
was In iirena- til l l TIMEp VOK
very
transportation,
ration.
therefore, is a
WAY hOME TO
s op o voi
IKjy.F.N ImiKirtant consideration, particularly
NH TAKK
rvi JAE1 As KBACK kl!l M
PINNllt
Py congress fs
as
liny Thief 11
appropriation
the
I
Perforated.
III sll HOI FOILS HOtil
Willi
Sunday night Merrta Lumbiey, one VOI
M.so HOT (iKHMVV COF- Insufficient to defray all Ihe expenses
WK HAVI THE MOST COMPLETE
INN MO.N ROI l.s and the states have lo pay a part of
id tie Kill licit stable boys, heard a FEE CAKE.
Ihe transportation of their troops over M.N'K OP NCIIOOli HOOKS TO HI
.( II.
racket In the hay barn. (Jetting out ETC.. .M XT IN TIME l oll
I SEH l
long distances. This was one consiI'HI I't 111,14 SCHOOLS. O.
of
he grabbed a
.i:o .F.itt CO.
and
Till ,im FA
deration that led to the cholea of Mt. A. M A I HON At CO. aaw,
"Good 'tilings lo I
nude fur the plate where he heard
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Kvcry Pair of Glasses Fitted f.uir-anteeAbsolutely Correct.
No
Guessing Scientific Methods
ONLY USED.
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CARNES, 0.

C. H.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MF"'CO

BOXES FOR RENT

SAFETY DEPOSIT

D.

Craduntc Optician
With H.

Y a now

114 Tt. R. Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY
AND MACHINE WORKS.
R. P. HALL. Proprietor
WITH AMPLE MEANS

Iron and Rrass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars. Pulleys, Gratft
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Bulld-lngRepairs on Mining and
Mlllln- - Machinery In Our Specialty
FOUNDRY
Fast Side Railroad Track. Alhnnneraun

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES'

THE

e.

BANK OF COMMERCE
UXXKNDS

TO DEPOSITORS EVKHT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

EUREKA PAINT

CAPITAL. ei5e,Mt.tk
Officers and Directors:

FOR. ROOFS

SOLOMON LUNA, President.
U Imnervinus to heat and cold; it wflj W. 8. KTR1CKLER,
W. . JOHNSON,
not run, crack, or blister: It Will harden
Assistant Cashier.
and Cashier.
under water, afler once sel. A ral
QEOROE ARNOT.
WILLIAM McINTGSII.
comlnfr on frceh paint will not wash It.
O. E. CROMWELL.
A. M. BLACK WELL.
J. 0. BALPItnXJE.
Vice-Preside- nt

There is No Acid in It
To Rust Tin

'

X H.

Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be

taken

for

painting

roofs.

O9 RIE

Both Phones.

I

Gold Ave.

Albuquerque, N.

COMPANY

Leading Druggusls

Address

BORRADAILE & CO.
117

LI

Mall Orders Filled Sume Day Received.

Albuquerque

M.

I

THE GLOBE STORE
THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

Jaffa

I

con-gre-

min-vatl-

J

-

DIA1NT

Don't forget that we have a well as- sortea ana
turnishmg departup-to-da-

te

I.uni-Thursda-

-

II--

i

1

l

-

ment for men and boys. In hats, caps,
collars, neckwear, shirts and underwear
we are able to show you the very latest
styles and the most
goods, and
at Drices which you'll acknowledge are right.
We want to call your attention to our
line of hats, which consists of the John B.
Stetson, the J.S. Shield and the XX Beaver
makes, in all
up-to-da-

te

styles, shapes
and colors. We
also carry aline

that is very suit- - The Make That WtARs5o Well
able for the 'varsity and the high school

-'

-

,

HOSIERY

P

Wide Variety
r what rour Mquirsiasnts.
nrliSH, Co n Cellar Kuitcii to
yl,i, all heights, all III IS
r, cent
fur"c.

1
J

l
I

boys. Prices range from 75c up to $5.00.
In collars we have all sizes and styles at
one price: 15 cents each, or 2 for 25 cents.
J We also carry an elegant line of men's
hosiery in the "Shawknit" and "Radiant"
makes; all colors, and priced from 10c up.
J See our window display of men's hats.

I

i

-

The Big Globe

wiae-stretcni- ng

Sip

on W. Railroad Ave

I

j

old-tim- e

-

Mcintosh Hardware Co
SUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST

&

CO.

bo-lo-

io

cross-countr-
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Eclipse Hay Presses
SEE TUEM BEFORE
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FRISGCr REFUGEES
PAY SANTA FE
S

company for the past fifteen years
and has heretofore borne a good reputation, running ull that time between
Chi, ago and Bos Angeles.
While the
circumstances are very suspicious for
the porter, there was no direct information and the Inst money failed to
be located. The money may have
been taken by some other person, in
the car. as there are all sorts of people traveling. If the porter has been
wrongly accused it Is a matter of regret that he should be placed in such
an embarrassing position. , as well as
possibly losing his position with the
company.

CAMPBELL SIMPLY

MIMES

OF CACTUS

of Dry
Famous Originator
MAILED TO THE COMPANY
Farming Shows Farmers of
West That Their Land Is
Notes of Thanks Accompany chief
conductor the railroad. order has
Not Dry After All,
from 250 stations to 500,
Remittances Sent From All Jlncreaseej
tne Increase of mcnibershm
beins
from 13.000 to 3S.000, and has paid
A writer in World's Work points
Parts of Country Joe Gans ant
benefits amounting lo $8,000,000.
The present reserve fund amounts to out that the originator of the Campthe Prize Fighter Pays Up,
$416.000.
bell method of dry farming is teach-th- e

-

The passenger office of the Santa
Fe In San Francisco has received
more than $10,000 In cash from the
icfugees It carried east for nothing
at the lime o! the fire. Remittances
and notes of thanks have come from
nlmost every part of the United State
and Canada. Not the least Importa H
among the senders is Joe (Jans, the
colored pugilist, who sent $77.50 to
J. J. Duffy, of the Santa Fe, to pay
for his passage to Baltimore, Md., his
home city.
At the time of the Are the Santa
Fe sent people east without charge,
hut took the names of each passenger.
From some they took personal notes,
and from others merely I. O. U.'s,
Last month the passenger department
wrote to all of these free passengers
Hdviolng them that the Santa Fe would
accepS) their passage money as soon
Malty reas they fell ahle to pay.
sponded with checks for the money
due the railroad.
Assistant General Passenger Agent
H. K. Gregory says that thousands of
persons have returned from temporary places of refuge in other state:
and again taken up residence In San
Francisco. Men who sent their families away arc depositing money with
the railroads for tickets and senelin.;
Eight families
for them to return.
returned over the Santa Fe Monday,
one from Georgia, two from Mary
land,; four from Colorado, ami the res i
from southern California

FAILKX BR EX PITCH i M I '.XTI

N :

OX TIE TREATING

manager of the
E. , O. FaulWie
Sant Fe tie and timber department,
is in San Bernardino, engaged In a
number of experiments with crude
oil as a preservative of timber. Yesterday Mr. Faulkner was quite busy
with these experiments, having fitted
up a dipping tank in the yards,
where hot oil is furnished him, lays
the San Bernardino Sun.
it is not
supposed the oil process will prove .1
rival 'to creosote, nor be applicable
to all kinds of timbers, but will probably serve as a temporary preservative.
There Is nothing new with res eel
to the probable site 6t the big preserving plant which the Santa Kc will
It is likely
build on this division.
that when the time comes for the
company to select a site, various
towns will be asked to compete for
the plant, and the town that can
make the best and most reasonable
offer, of course will be selected.
It has been suggested that the Santa Kc would probably invest In land
In this valley for eucalyptus groves,
but. according to an official statement,
BUChEaf Idea has not been entertained, tor the reason that it is Believed that the trees such as are used
for tie timber, thrive best along the
coast, where there, is more humidity,
and that therefore their culture in
the coast region is morn economical.
I'.ilt this fact does not place San
Bernardino out of the race for the tie
preservative plant, and there arc those
who believe that by a little effort
the plant can lie secured for this
city, though as to that, neither Mr.
Perris, nor other officials in touch
with the situation are saying very
much.
ürukcinan Hies From lujuries.
li.ii. Tenhalls, a brakeman on the
Southwestern, whose lei gs were both
severed from his body at Hachlta, N.
M., lout Saturday, died at Hotel Dleu
hospital ill this city Saturday afternoon about 4 o'clock, says an Kl Paso
paper.
He was Injured while switching In
the railroad yards at Hachlta Saturday morning and was brought to this
city by special train, arriving here
about 2:15. Dr. W. I Crown, pby-- I
alelan for the road, met the injured
man west of the city, having gone
out on a special train provided by the
company.
The remains will be sent to Pasadena, Cal., over the Golden State tills
afternoon.

new Foreman at i.ns Vegas.
J. P. Peach, general foreman of
the Santa Fe machine shops at Fort
Madison, Iowa, h is been transferred
to a like position at Las Vegas, H. M.

TRAINMASTER

MEADOWS

GETS HANDSOME GIFT
"Presented to O. A. Meadows by
employes, Los Angeles division,
Santa Fe railway. August, 1906."
That was the inscription engraved
on the inside of the case of a beautiful gold watch which was presented
to Trainmaster O. Meadows last algllt
by the employes of the train service
on the Los Angeles division, and It
comes as one of those Pleasant happenings in everyday life, when men
nave recognized rare qualities in a
fellow, and expressed their apprecia
lion in a substatial way, says tli,'
San Bernardino Sun.
Mr. .Meadows was trainmaster on
tliis division, with headauartera
in
this city, for three years, and during
that time such friendly relations were
established between him and the men
who worked under his direction that
when he su transferred to the
division, with headquarters
at
N'codles recently, a suggestion was
made that some memento of his three,
years here should he planned, and
last night the suggestion w is put int
execution.
Mr. Meadows had been In Los Angeles and dropped off here last night.
The men in the train service arranged
to gather at Native Sons' hall, where
Attorney Hugh Dickinson made tin
presentation speech on behalf of all
In nuches of the train service.
Mr.
Meadows greatly appreciated the remembrance, and In accepting it he
paid a tribute to tho men wiio worked with him, saying that if his record
on the local division had been creditable, it was largely due to the efficient help he had had from the men
who do the work.
Following the formalities, lunch
and cigars were passed, and it was the
midnight hour before the railroad
men separated. There are perhaps
200 men employed In the service on
the division, although of course not
nearly ill could be in town and participate in the presentation last night.
the

Arl-gp-

so called arid west that it is not
arid If it but uses properly the ordinary rainfall that Its climate yields.
Mr. Campbell, without Irrigation, can
of
make crops grow on hundreds
square miles
thousands of semi-ari- d
of desert that otherwise would be
fruitless and llowerless except for the
wild growths, sparse and unprofitable
Indigenous to such land and climate.
In the natural habitat of the cactus
he grows wheat, corn and vegetables.
Between the Missouri river and the
mountains dry farming has become
a phrase of hope.
conserves
The Cámpbell system
and economizes the rainfall of the dry
regions by checking the evaporation
of moisture from the soil; and the
Importance of it is not yet realized,
for. though it seems adapted to the
cultivation of the arid lands of eastern Europe south Africa and AtMi
tralla, and the pampas and llanos of
South America, it has vet been used
only in our own rainless regions. Rut
In America the dry lands stretch from
Texas to Asslnlhola. and from the
Rocky mountains eastward sonic hundreds of miles. Within the borders of
I his
region lie pnrts of Texas. New
Mexico. Indian Territory and Oklahoma. Kansas. Colorado. Nebraska,
Wyoming. Montana and the Dakotas,
and (in Canada) Alberta and Assini-boland in many scantily watered
mountain regions where cattle grazing Is now the sole Industry, tho
Campbell method will grow bountia;

ful crops.
It took some

years of crop and
mortgage company failure to convince
the cistern mortgagee that his loan
was really the purchase of a very fine
quarter section of land upon which
ordinary farming had failed and t'
burn into the mind of the settler
that such culture as he knew how
to bestow would produce crops only
from two fo five years In fen.
The
most intelligent men of the semi-ari- d
belt were brought to believe that,
instead of dense communities of agriculturists, these regions were forever doomed to maintain only the
sparse popul ation of a purely stock
raising country, with meagre lines of
Irrigated lands along the streams.
Altogether there are nrobably mote
thin two million people In the Culwho
led States
farm precariously
upon dry prairies, under iin'ustHil
conditions never paralleled In the history of American agriculture.
This
prompt demeet
will
statement
HAVE vol TRIED (TCP.
nial from the land agencies which
BAKERY GOODS?
EVERYONE SAYS THE QUALITY during the past few years have been
I!
taking advantage of another cycle of
s GOOD As CAN BE.
BE slim: TO INChrRK
V op-lEexcessive rainfall to refill the plains
FOP BAKERY GOODS Willi with immigrants.
For there has
SfOüR NEXT ORDER.
been another boom. In fact, another
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
boom Is now on. Hut no protestations
"Good Thing 10 Eat."
from Interested persons, no matter
how honest, can change the views of
CuTHE MILLBTT STI'DIO, ov lift the students of these climates.
w los the Campbell method of f irming
HTXTO8H HARDWARE CO.,
RAILROAD AVE.
tf is generally adopted and applied with
success, wit may expect, with a reEAT JAFFA'S KHACK KREAM
currence of dry years, a repetition of
BREAD.
the distressful conditions which spread
R

m
I

Salo of Veilings A
broken line worth up
to 40c, marked in two
lots to close at 15c
and 25c the yard.

PULLMAN PORTER
PASSENGER
J. T. Cross

was arrested

Kxtraordlnary

Garments

Eye. Tho defendant was the porter
on the Pullman sleeper on which Mr.
Mr.
Shearman was a passenger.
Shrarnian arose early Monday morning 0Jd while taking a spoligo bath
In thef .dressing room, claimed to have
hnd his clothes robbed of three ten
dollar bills. Mr. Shuarmai accused
the portel- of taking the money.
Mr. Shearman hnd several hundred
dollars oft his person but only the
-

three bills- - were taken, presumably
wllh fhe Idea that he would fall tomlxs the money until some time aflerwatds, as the three hills were tak-r,,from a large roll containing $500.
One hundred and fifty dollars In gold
has
The porter
undisturbed.
been Irt the cmyloy of the Pullman

ar

There's many a new turn in the Fall Fashions, and we fed
sure that you will he interested in every detail.
We shall take pleasure in showing you all the fresh ideas
and style kinks, and we will drop a hint hy saying that there
is nothing like making your selections early, before the very
best things have hecn chosen.
Di'NLAl' OPENING 1AV. WKDNKsday. At HI ST

2.

MANDELL

M.

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

RAMSAY' S DONT

MISS THE GREATEST

PLEASURE

Typewriforumi

TO MAKE FORT GRANT

Always in Stock New and
Hand Mac Mines for Sale

AN INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

Second

Kent

or Exchange.

Governor Kihbey has an
of doing a signal service for both
the Indians and the territory by rec-- I
ommendtng in his next report to th
secretary of the interim the setting
apart of the Fort Grant military res-- j
ervatlon for an Indian Industrial
training school.
The buildings of1
the garrison are In good condition.'
Little or no expense would be required
to put them into condition for ini-- !
mediate use. says the Tucson Star.
The reservation contains a large
area of agricultural land, which can
be cultivated by dry farming, and an
a part of which good crops of corn
ami beans are raised.
The near-b- y
Apache reservation
would supply this school with pupils,
instead of sending them at a great expense to eastern Indian schools. They
would be trained in the cultivation of
the soil as carried on here, where
they expect to spend their days. The
proposition Is inexpensive as well as
practical.

AGENTS FOB

When you can now set, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
AT $45.00. $55.00 and $65.00.
Look over our large stock at once, Quality guaranteed,

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITERS

VISIBLE
A (

M

A

11

1

N E h

E P

A I R

J. KORBEFL

i.

GEO.
V.

STOCK

& CO.

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.

OF
RIBBONS AND
SUPPLIES,

COMPLETE

101

11

TYPE-WlllTE-

THE

WM.

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
Dealer in Fresh and Salt

S. RAMSAY, Mgr.

Railroad Avenue. Albuquerque

Meats

Sausage a Specialty.

SEE..
vautlett

For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest MarA Counter Proposition.
ket Price Is Paid.
Duplicating counter sales books arc
needed by every retail merchant. Our
WE GIVE A I IM' SCHOOL BAH prices are right. Let us show you
SIIKKLOCK HOLM ICS
samples.
WITH EACH Pi'HClIAHE OP
Couldn't find the one tnan In this
II. s. Llthgow & Co.,
DOLLAR'S WOKTll OF SCHOOL
town who wants that saddle or drlv-In- n
Journal Iluildlng.
Hookbindcrs.
HOOKS. O. A. MATSOX A CO.
horse of yours ns sureiv and as
FEE'S coon colo hoot beer 'luicklv as a For Sale ad can do: and
CANDY
FEE'S HOME-MAD- E
Sherlock's fee would be larger.
AT WALTON'S DKI G STOKE.
w.vlton's imcu BTORJE.

The Electrician

oi:

For prices on house wiring and
general repair work.
Auto.
Phone 55 7. 21G', S. Second St.

Closing Out Sale of
Wash (Joods still con
tinues.
All marked
way below cost.

Brightest and Best Store

mice reduction!

throughout

THE NEW SILKS & DRESS GOODS
Who
Would you liUe tills store 's ndvle.-- on silks and Dress Oooda?
should he better able- lo ledl you w hat fabrics will wear thfe longflM
and look llie- best and what arc flic mosl fashionable than
which has had the most thorough (raining in Ihc study of
if you want a ncn gown In
foreign ami domestic fabrics?
Our
WOOl or silk. WO sity without hesitation, sec our DOW slulTs.
plete, the high charadvance showing Is mote than usually i
acter of the fabrics and the oxclualvo siyics show how well (his
store kiH'ps lo Ihc fore at all times, for this showing Is oí such
variety as to assure the ooNunendatlon of all critical buyers,

j

Remnants of Table Linens & Napkins

at Great Reductions

-

this department

for

e

SALK'oI' WOMKX'S WHITE WASH SKIHTS STILL COMIM
At further reductions from already liberally reduced prices.

Ks.

WAs
si ITS AM) DRESSES.
Choice of the entire stock at quick selling reductions.
t.M, Choice of any linen dress marked $3.r,0.
U.IW.
Choice of any Linen Suit of Lingerie Dress marked $4.00.
Pittft Choice of any Linen Suit or Lingerie Dress marked J7.S0.
$5.18. Chole e of any Linen Suit or Lingerie Dress marked $10.00.
And others marked down accordingly.
1 1

CHILDREN'S school DRESSES,
The sale op Children's Sc hool Dresses has been unusually large
and we have decided to continue the sale price's ror another weeg.
If In need of same you had better come early while the selection
Also good showing of Children's School Aprons.
Is still good.
I

Our Garments arc far superior to the ordinary sort that confront you everywhere, and they come to us directly from the
workshops ot the World's most noted Makers.

in

WOMIA S WASH WAISTS IN I'lll ll GKHfVT LOTS.
Our entire duplicate stock of Lingerie Waists, fresh and clean, will
bo placed on sale at reduced prices In order to muKe a
comple te clearanc this week.
$1.00
5c. Choice of any lawn or Lingerie Waist, up to
$2.0(1
7fte Choice of any Lingerie Waist, all styles up to
$2.""
nse. Choice of any Lingerie Waist, all styles up to
;.ini
S1.2S Choice of any Lingerie Waist, all styles up to

for petit

last.
larccw t Needles Monday
by
complaint having been entered
says
tne
W. n. HlU'arman.

well as pleasure, we announce the

arrival of our Men's Suits for Fall and Winter wear.

sub-hum- lt)

Albuquerque's

the final week of our Great Summer Sale.

NEAR NEEDLES

ftKng of pride, as

--

Ready-to-We-

ROBS

a

obligations lo buy When rod enter Oils lore. Across the seas a shopper Is viewed wifli ill concealed aversion.
You arc always welcome al The Economist, whether In quest of goods or Ideas, and if docs not pul you Wider
buying would lie lucky If she escaped humlUtlon,
Hrlloiis OOuldn l or wouldn't Understand our wn.- -.
COI11C out of u shop K1ÜKM1I
temerity
tp
had
who
the
woman
American
an
very
recently,
FOT
example,
until
London,
In
Hew different bene.
How shortsighted u pottoy.
r allowing goods without buying.
The fOoonomiat, for example, is open for the beswfll of a
to
the
salespeople
bollar
to
'Twas considered bad form
ecry isllor to this store must be accorded a boaftj welcome Is- - their objeel in coming wlmt
public in the same sense as are our public librarie s and parks, lis yours, lo enjoy. Our salespeople are frequently reminded that
customer.
charge
a
as
well
as
runner
competitor'!
a
it may. This applies lo

100-ml-

Kind and Gentle.
Thev ire telling a good otie on a
certain popular Sania Fe brakeman.
The company supplies trainmen with
blanks uonn which to jot down Information respecting damiwge to cattle
along the road, to he used In arriving
ni !, valuation of the animals killed.
A snare Is reserved for reply to the
question: "What disposition of the
Recently a Jersey heifer
carcass?"
was killed, and In making nut a blank,
the hVakeman filled out the space opposite the question With the words
"Kind and gent'le." He wonders why
the report came back for correction.

J With

THE ECONOMIST

Sale of Women's and Misses'

1 1

Clothing Arrivals

THE DAYLIGHT SIOHB

don't-cher-ltno- w,

Santa Fe Feeder.
W..B. Storey, Jr., chief engineer of
the Hanta Fe. with headquarters at
Topelta, has been ordered lo Colorado
to oversee the construction of a
feeder south of the Arkansas
river along tin Santa I'V main line,
In tQjcrltory the company is booming
The
lie
as a beet sugar country.
takes In tho survev made for the Arkansas Valley and Holly & Swlnk
roads, yu latter having been projected a distance of 70 miles, and completed about IK miles. About 40 miles
of track remains to be built between
Hoeky Ford and Lamar (o COnnecl
lilt) two ends of the projected roads.

29, 1906.

The New Fall & Winter

'iib-hum'- .d

HABIT

clark Beataaa.
Grand Chief Conductor E. E. Clark
of the Order of Hallway Conductors,
has tender,! his resignation to take
effect next week, In order to accept a
position as a member of the interstate commerce commission.
Since
Clark ha held the office of grand

TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

ruin over these communiu,., in the
early nineties.
"Here are the elements of the
problem to whoso solution Campbell!
A great plain of
addresses himself:
tlmost uniformly level surfuce,
wonderfully fertile soil:
itmosphere, giving an average normal
rainfall of only fifteen or twenty
inches: a capricious climate, subject
to sharp deviations from the norma!',
hot and tmrfiy southerly winds in
summer; warm and dry ehlnoqks In
v. inter.
Tie. first result of his Yankee figuring was this:
That an inch of rainfall is about 1.0 tons of
acre; that twelve laches ef rainfall.
If it could be kept In the ground.
Is
amply sufficient to (sature
crop of
live tons of dry produc t'
tho ac re,
and hence, that In the dryesl year of
his dearth) there was more rainfall
than tho crops needed. The trouble
was evaporation, not deficient rainfall. Upon this truth all his subsequent work was founded.
It is not a patented or monopolise
system.
The system contests mainly
In deep plowing, subuecm 111 packing
and constant shallow cultivation of
tiie surface.
All these are means toward the sole end of maintaining
moisture' within roach of the plant
roots and reducing evaporation to a
minimum. The results obtained seem
to warrant the prophet ) u an agri-- ,
cultural revolution In the
belt.
Tee checking of Vapor lc.ll is the
one end toward which VI thi'.-- s'eps
have tended.
For drou'a is slmnlv
evaporation
outstripping
rainfall.
Only a few Inches of rain are needed
fo mature crops if It can be kept
where It Is wanted in the ground,
and tin- vast downpours of a wet season, like those of tho South Amerien!i
llanos, are Ineffectual to prevent '.he
parching drouths of sum no
becau
an enormous evaporation goes on in
the dry season. By the Campbell method evaporation may be so reduced that
oveii with much los than the nine-teeInc hes of annual rainfall, precl-tatlo- n
will gain upon it. a id the body
of moist earth becomes greater every
year.
And this is done by ih,,
pie expedient of keeping the sln.
field
protected during the summer by a
three-inc- h
blanket of dust.
There Is evidence thai the farming
population is becoming awakened to
the value of dry farming. The Camp-b- l
method Is spoken of as the aalva-lio- n
of the dry belt.
The work is
in enonmiuf. one, that of changing
the traditional method of plowing
and harrowing and tilling, of ., whole
farming population)

AUGUST

CLOSING OIT BALE Of COLORED I'lrriK ATs.
Ileglnntng Monilay, which are- spec daily marked,
Sal, prices, Me, lie, "', fata Regular Prices, f0c. Tile, $1.00, $1.2,".

i'iAL

-

WOMEN'S KMT UNDERWEAR.
Sleeveless Vests, made of gooel quality white cotteui Swlas, ribbed and
very elastic, taped neck and armholes, to edose at two for. . .8V
i'lqua Lisle Thread Vests, low nec k and sleevoh-ss- , to olOM at .... Ilc
Long Weve Vests, made of good cU:illty white cotton Swiss, ribbed
2ác
and very elastic, are worth r0r, to close at
One Irtt of odd Vests, prices rnnge from She to $1.00 the gnrment, to
I1'"
close at
Sleeveless Vests, made of extra tine mercerized cotton Swiss, ribbed,
WO
,
to close at
.

SILKS.

full line of Brainerd & Armstrong's guaranteed silks
from Hi Inches to 36 inc hes wide (blaetts only) from 85e to $2..V
It
Inches wide, ri'gular 85c
Taffeta, In ull colors,
Wc
value, at
lilack peau de tole, it indies to 8fi Inches wide, from
76c to $3.00
per yard
Fancy silks, Including the much wanted greys, per
76c to $3.00
yard
V
also are show iiiK some new effects In plaid Louislene and taffeta,
(1
waist patterns only) ranging In price from ... 5 .00 to Sl.""
A

1

wool

DRESS QOODS.
Inches to 54 Inches wide, prices range

7.--

'

$3.00
$2..VI

ELM
$1.75

$3.25

Sajeof Towejs

Hemmed,
Fringed, Huck, Damask and Turkish Towel.
from 10c.
lie 2.V fo 1.00 each.
Kxlra heavy Special $l2',c 15c, 20c. 25c lo 85c

Desirable, servic eable qualities at decided price concessions.

Hemstitched.
Prices range
Turkish Towels
each.
Hub Dry Towels,

Imported Friction Towels, 75c. each.

50c.

IWIgf

atlDINO 8SPT.

e

llne-ns-

,

half-doze-

-

BEDDING SPECIAL.
Linen Finished Sheets
5;,,.
i,3x0 Linen Fiiilsln d Shu ts
mb
"2x1(0 Heavy Linen Finished Sheets
,,,
S x!l() Kxlra Heavy Finished
Sheets
7.V
Mg$a Kxtra Heavy Finished Sheets
.."'un
Mxit'.i SXtra Heavy Finished Sheets
....
...,80e
Kxlra good pillow cases Which sell for 15c. for one week, two
5

Homespuns,
H.V to
from per yard
Tweeds, 3 Inches to 54 Inches wide, prices range from
HOC to
per yard
Worsteds, plain and fancy, 45 Inches to 54 Inches wfdjO,
c
to
prices range from per yard
76c
ftedfern chee ks, :,ti inches wide, per yard
Suiting serges, 50 inches to 54 Inches wide, prices
$1.00 to
range from per yard , .
Chiffon Panama, ill shades. Including white, 50 Inches
$1.75
wide, per yard
fliilsh after being
chiffon broadcloth (permanent
$I.7.' to
sponged, prli s range from, per yard
A complete line of Henriettas, Mohairs, PTUnsilaS, Voiles, etc.

One Weeki's

clearing of the odds and nds and Mmnanta that have' accumulated
from the past season's enthusiastic silling.
These little lots
and soiled and mussed assortments have been gathered together and will be phued On sale all this week at still further
reductions from the already, liberally reduced prices. Remnanu
n
of table
odd doaen unel
napkins and odds and
ends of soiled fancy linens such as dollies and centerpieces arc ail
Included In this mark down sale.
Remnant! of table llneni, Some of the values wc are offering:
Remnants containing 'y, yards, 40c; 2 yards, tl.fj; 1' i yards, $1.50;
24 yards, $1.00; 2 yards, $1.65; 2i yards, $1.(15;
yards, $1.11,
yards. $2.25; S yards, $3.00; 2 yards, $.1.50 etc.
2'4 yards, $2.15; 2
Included In this sale, are a number of pieces of tailored Table Linens,
Worth 85c tO $1.00. sale price, one weok
,Vh- and tOc
Odd dozen .Napkins, $1.50, $2.50, $3.35 the doxen, ct
All tee
greatly reduced.

A

4x!t0

,

tn

a,v

Percatad, In red and white, blue and while and black and wMte,
regular price lfte per yard. Uargaln spec ial, twelve yards . . $ 1 .00
A new und complete line of Flannelettes and outing Fliinmds. pr
lOe It He and irK'
Srt
A new material which Is called Eden Cloth, madctO closely Imítala
BcOteh Flannel, per yard
U).
MILLINERY.
This department will leave nothing undone lo be In a position to
successfully cater to the requirements of nil classes. Those who
demand expensive creations will he provided with effects, not
merely different but carrying Individual style, both artistic ml
becoming.
Those who'most carefully guard the expenditures will
find this department
splendidly prepared to furnish hats at
modprute prices, yet representing the styls and graceful lines
which Instantly tell of the designer's artistic skill.
Remember our final Clearance Sata of summer Miiitm-ry- .
Eny
i
hat great I. reduced and
wry desirable hats still remain.
1
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OPEN PUBLICITY THE BEST

cunmnKTr of

SCHOOLS

DISTRICT

herit.

When the mtker o( a medicine, wild
through druggists for family use. takes
hi! patients fully uto bis confidence by
frankly and fearlessly publishing hroaa-ca-

st

WILL OPEN Oil
MONO

COMPETENT

It

TEACHERS

THROUGHOUT COUNTY

Supeiintendent
Hold

Willj
Stroup
Special Examination

September
to Secure
ditional Teachers,
1

Ad- -i

as 'well as on Its bottle wrappers,
a full !it of all It! Ingredient In .'.mm
Kiiu'Uh, this action on his part is the
best possible evidence that he Is not
afraid to have the sesrrli light of investigation turned full upon ins formula
and that It will bear the fullest scrutiny
and the must thorough investigation.
Itr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for the
cure of the weaknesses, periodical pains
and functional derangements of the organs distinctly feminine, is the only medicine put up (,,r sale through druggists for
woman's secial UM. the maker of which
is not afraid to take his patients into
his full cntldence by such DOM aud
honest publicity.
A glance at the published ingredient!
ibow that u
on each Uittle wrapper,
s made wholly from native. American
medicinal roots, that It contains no poisonous or habit forming drugs, no nar
cotics and no alcohol pure,
glycerine, of proper strength Isdng used
of the commonly employed aleo-- !
bol, Isith for extracting and preserving
the active medicinal properties found in
the roots of the American forest plants
employed.
It is the only medicine for
women's peetilar diseases, sold by drug-- i
gists, that does not contain a large
of alcohol, which is in the long
run so harmful to woman's delicate, nervous system. Now, glycerine is perfectly
harmless, and serves a valuable purpose
by possessing Intrinsic value all its own,
and besides it enhances the curative
elect of the other Ingredients entering
lulo the "Favorite Prescription."
Some of the ablest medical writers sod
teachers endorse these views ami praise
all the several Ingredients of which "Favorite Prescription" is composed recommending them for the cure of the
very same diseases for which this
No other
medicino is advised.
medicine for women has any such
worth more than
endorsement
any number of ordinary testimonials.
If
Interested, send name and address to Or
It. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. V., for his little
lionk of extracts from the works of
eminent medical writers and teachers,
endorsing the several ingredients and
telling lust what Dr. Pierce's medicines
are made of. It's free for the asking.
triple-reiuie-

The district schools in almost every
district in Bernalillo county will upen
for the rail term m xi M lay morn
f
two
HiR. although one or
the
schools will not open until Tuesday
and a few will not be able to begin
their year's work until the first of
October.
There are four district! in the"
mountains for
lililí teacher
have
not yet keen secured anil Superintendent stroup is uncertain .it the present
tlrw whether he will he aide to lire competent teacher for these districts. A special examination, however, in to he held by the superinIn his office In the court
tendent
house on September 1st and again on
September Ith, to allow the examination of those who were unable to
attend the county institute in June
This spe, la examination Is allowed
under section 4 of chapter 7.1. of the
laws of'ISnr,. nd it is probable ilia'
teachera will be secured through
these examinations.
The county sc hools are hcgl n n ig
the year's work under more favorable condition than ever before. The have also been some sales of Idaho
boards of directors of the s veial dis- .wools in the original bags at 23924
tricts have learned since Mr. Stroup cents, and Montana wool! in the dlg- ame Into office that they ate allowed inal bags have sold at about 26(r28
some voice in the direction of the cents, the top quotation being for meschools under the law and they are dium, coating about 70 cents cleaned.
beginning not only to feci their re- - Fine scoured wool has brought HQ
sponHlhllity In the matter hut t
ike fill cents for the best.
Good fleeces
a lively interest In the
of the 'have been in demand for medium unI,
schools. This interest on the part of washed,
s
and half-b- l
the directors is doing much to m and there has been some Inquiry for
prove the tone of the county schools quarter hliMid and low wools.
Pine
anq Mr. Stroup is looking forward to pulled wools are in demand, but otha most successful season of work.
er glades are slow of sale. 'The LonThose of the AlbUquerque school! don sales are expected to open linn.
to open Monday follow:
If not higher.
District IS, Old Albuquerque, with
I.ydia McCready. Dolores Ar- Misses
FINANCE AND COMMERCE.
miio ami One Shupp as teachers,
Duranes ltiaa Anna Allen ami
Miss Ulan, he Perkins.
,ii Street.
North Highlands Mrs. O'COItUOt
New York. Aug. II. For the firsl
Itoberts.
the Pacific dividends beItanehos de Atrlsco Miss O race time since
came a matter of public knowledge,
Mordy.
the stock market today began busiOrlegos Miss Maty Haight.
Dorothy ness in an orderly and' rational manDistrict s. Orlegos- - Miner.
Instead of the wide openings"
Hoffman.
and new high records so familiar in
Alameda Thomas hmz.iles.
the past fortnight, trading opened In
The Marela schools will open Tip
volume but prices soon dewith Mrs. Sleight, Miss pierce moderate
veloped a reactionary tendency,
San
Sleight
charge
of
in
the
Miss
and
108
Amalgamated Copper
e
school and Miss Allele Cos. Miss 'Sugar
Ill
and Miss Clara
Maria Espinosa
175
Anaconda
Thompson in Bare las proper.
Atchison.
101
do preferred
IMPROVEMENTS AT FORT
New Jersey Central
22.r
Chesapeake & ihio
ttVi
WHIPPLE ON BIG SCALE St. Paul, preferred
03 i4
2
Big Four
III!
,V
i 'olorado
Soul hern
The qua ft arm hater at Fort Whipple
do llrst preferred
II ',
50 Va
has been authorized at the war dedo second preferred
con.'
partment
to advertise for the
km
building
the
ex,
at
hang!
"7
struí of an
Inti t horough
post, for which an appropriation of
7a
do preferred
91 .,
$30.000 was recently made, and the Missouri Pacific
contra, t for lha construction of twenty-fN'ew York i 'entra
mi 4
our
buildings upon which work Pennsylvania
III K
was Stopped some months ago by W, St. louis K Ban Francisco, sv
t
II. Barnes of San Francisco, has been
ond preferred
renewed hy the government authori- Southern Pacific
n
deAll
English.
B.
94
ties with Warren
Union Pacific
45
tails have been arranged and the United Slates Steel
101 '..
do preferred
work of construction will be .resumed on next Monday morning.
Western Union
til ',
This Is the statement which was
United Slates Hon, Is .
Iner i R funding 2'a. registered ....
104
made to the Present Journa
0
by A. W. Burrell, the head of the
do coupon
company,
who
103 i
Refunding I'S, registered
Barrel Construction
davs
past
few
upon
01
has been there for the
1,1
si
m company with Mr. Kngllsh. arrang,101
4'
with
do
ing all the details connected
101 i,
llp
,110
the resumption of the construction Nc
e-

world-fame-

three-eighth-

-

I

J,-s-

1

irg

I

T,

1

I

i

,

,

work

Continuing. h said:
"The brick
plant of the Arizona Sandstone company will be started again In the ear- Iv part of next week, and as fast SI
the brick is manufactured It will tic
placed In the buildings, and the work
rushed as fast as possible.
"According to the contract, a year
of the
Is allowed for the Completion
billldlngs Included in the
twenty-fou- i
get
the
to
ftXpect
we
contract, but
work finished in about eight months.
.1
superintendent of
N. Thorp will !
onstrib linn, with headquarter at the
,,f the Burrell Construction)
office
He win
company at Fori (Chippie,
haV! ' barge of all operations on the
gi oijnd."
The foundations for the twenty-fou- r
buildings at, almost all completed and the i, resent contract when
completed will represent an outlay of
Abetween ISIS.lOO and $ 4 oo.nnn.
ssuming that the magnificent plan of
the war department are carried nut.
It Is safe to say that in less than five
years hullding
and Improvements
representing over ll,M0,eg will sur- rouDd the Whipple parade ground,
and the fort will he a regimental
headquarters.
It Is also stated that the authorities
have under ronaideratioj the purchase
of a trait ,,f ground adjoining the
reservation to be added to the drill
grounds, and which will more than
d'Uble (heir present acreage.
,

DEALERS DIFFER ABOUT

WEEK'S WOOL BUSINESS

Itlp'

.

110

--

and $ix. .:." tor

casting.

was unchanged at ti
ios fit
London, ami 15.76 ($6.90 In the local
Spelter was unchange i in
market.
both markets, closing at
.O0lf.lO
ami at 27 60 in the London
Market, Silver,
Mexican dolLead

lo,-ill-

Iltic.

lars.

A

mWKKtmBlBWtUKIK&M&mWmWMMmKHKWtmWHKUmWKtKB

MALE II K.I.I WANTED.
.TKL) Urigtit boy to work in
offire, some knowledge of sliortha'id
and typewriting necessary. Chance to
learn good business. Address P. U.

Kansas h Live Stock,
Kansas City, Aug. II, Cattl!
is.ofui; market, steady.
Native
iteera, 14.0090.10; southern
steers
t L'.70 m 4.00: southern cow s. 2.00h
II.10J native COWS and helfets gL'.oo
96.001 StOCkSI! and feeders.
.60(i
calves.

$.l.n0

toi.

W.

7 2 4f 7 3

county

cent'

California
the grease, or (,
cents scoured) basis, and nne and
fine medium territory at 22 0( 2 4 cents,
costing 94ft0 tenia dean.
Thsts

at

IZV

nt-

- In

115

A1AUOER

WOOL
Manger

Representing

14

wagons and other Chattels: siso on
salaries and warehouse recetnts. as
low as 110.00 and as high as $200.00.
Loans are nuicklv made and strlctlv
private.
Time: One month to one
year
Goods to remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
bteamshln tickets to and from ail
oarts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms 3 -- nd 4. Grant Bldr.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
S05 West Kill. road Avenne.

FOK SAIiH
FOR
SALE
Fine ;entle saddle and
taurant.
driving pimv. T. J. Sawyer, 101 w
Tijeras.
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
a31
'
Four-rooFOR SALE
mode'ii
W A N i' E I
At Tlie "eY onomlsi": bungalow.
T.
E.
Gargun, G07 X.
young lady as apprentice
in our
millinery department Apply between Twelfth st
II and
5 a. m.
aJ9
FOR SALE One ponv and singt
harness. y. J. Hyde, 30.', W. Gold av
WAN1
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harAN ED An experienced cook at
ness; also saddle pony cheap. HI
once at imu East Railroad ave.
.Marquette
ave.
WANTED To invest $3,000 in a
partnership business. J. R. w.. Box
FOR SALE
Finely bred yon, ,;
167, Altiuuerque, N. M.
a.9 Jersey cow; Jut tfireah. Gleckler's
D. S. Rosenwald,
Sol Luna,
P. F. McCamia, Mgr
Ñ
W A TE
t(
sell all kinds ofs lot farm.
machines, both new and second hand.
FOR
SALE
Lease
and
furniture
of
Penny Parlor. 216 S. Second St. tr
house in desirable location-everythinnew and modern. Address
OST.
C. H., Journal.
n
Lust Slack pooketbook eontaln- ing notes
Return to Felix Haca, room
FOR .SALE City lots in Eastern
17, X. T. Armijo building, and rccelv
addition, $511 al,d up. W. V. Futrelle
11
reward.
W. Coal.
LOST Coat between Indian school
EOR SALE lien oral merchandise
and town. Please return to 109 South business on the El Paso
and South.
si ;,nrl roeeiv,, I, :, ,,,1 u, mi.
" stern h, eastern New Mexico. Stock
w?.rd.
$15,(100.00 to $20,0(10.00.
Eiifc opportunity for right party. Can explain
MEKIES.
good
reason for selling. Locality healHREAD. PIES AND CAKES
thiest In New Mexico. Address
e
to any nart of the city,
cakes a specialty: satisfaction
tf
S. N. Railing. Pioneer
eunranteed.
EOR SALE
A
Rnkerv. '01 South EJr't 8treet
general merchandise store, doing good
EAT JAFFA'S KRAt'K KREAM business, in good country town; good
BREAD.
U rcaaons for selling; store building and
dwelling for rent or sale. P. o. Box
1 8.
For probtpt and Courteous trratmnnt
POR SALE OR LEASE Cattle and
and the very choicest of moats you will
make no mistake by cilliiiu nit Eniil Sheep ranches; permanent Water on
Kleinwort, 112 North Third street, or; patented lands and unlimited free,
range with grass at present knee high
leli'i honing your order In.
and very lit tit- slock of any kind on It.
Located In Sierra County. Address ''
Night Work Is Expensive.
Loilso leaf method!, special rulotl C. Miller, HIIlBboro, N m.
if
blank! .'iud books do uway with night
FOR SALE KiBger
drop-hen- ?
systems
work,
d
beeauoe those
simplify sewing machines. 3 and 4 Grant bldg
The
Wonder, in a Thrilling Leap for Life form ;i
and condense the old style of bookFOR SALE New and second-han- d
Hundred foot Platform.
keeping. We are equipped to manu- one es at Alnu,iiiprr.,,o
i
rv
of
devices,
loose leaf
facture all kinds
and do all kinds of special ruling and
binding.
FOR RENT Large pleasant room
H. s. Litbeow & Co..
PROF. KING, HIS WIFE, IMP MONKEY
on ground floor; close in; furnished
Bookbinders.
Journal Building.
tor housekeeping or unfurnished.
x. Fourth st.
in Their Startling Balloon Races and Parachute Drops
you
If
need a earpentor telephone
FOR RENT- - Fu nilshcd room. HI",
Ilesselden. Auto Phone 58S.
Seventh street.
(
Ff)R BENT Modern
house.
If you need n enruenter. 'elcphouc
.Montoya. JL'n X. High St.
Ilesselden. Auto. Phone Qd6.
Two rooini for iigFt
The very nest of Kansas City beef housekeeping; reasonable. 507 W.
Lead.
1 Vi
and mutton at Knill Klciuwort's.
North Third street.
For RENT New threeroom furIncluding
Shows and Free Events on the Streets Every Day and Night
nished houae. Apply, 7Q? w. ( a
SMALLER
COAL BILLS will be
RENT --A modern
for house,
the result of buying your supply of
close in; liiqulre at
Poultry Show, Baby Show,
Show,
coal for next winter of us now. For
Display,
lleightsjmrii,ieiiient Co.ñrT
the month of August we will sell
FOR RENT Elegant laTge"-fand Wool
and Retail
coal for stocking
purposes at the
Conventions
room for gentlemai;; no sick
rate, both hard and soft nlahed
!umuK)r
people.
314 S. A rim,
"
coal. Do not fail to take advantage
FOR RENT Furnished rooms at
of this oportunity as the price adthe Roosevelt rooming house, 309 W
vances Seuteinber 1.
W
Railroad ave,
WHAT PART OF THIS PAPER DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTING TO THE PERW. II. HAHN & CO.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
SON WHO IS EAGERLY HUNTING FOR A FURNISHED ROOM
rooms with hath; gentlemen
OR BOARDING PLACE?
prefer-red- ;
IS
Notice for Pubiloatlon.
no Invalid!. , 606 W, Silver.
Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M., Allfe-U- !t
tf
IN THAT COLUMN OF THE MORNING JOURNAL.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
FOR RENT Hi nieolylurnishrd
l', i nnc.
room with hath, electric light, etc.. In
Xoliee is hereby given that the
settler has liled notice private family; for gentlemen only
of his Intention to make final proof !n
'.,
S,Thjrd st.
support of his claim, am! that said
FOR RENT 321 and 323 PncihT:
proof will be made before the United tve.,
.!
rooms each furnished, $18 00
Slates court commissioner at San Ra- W. V. Futrelle.
lis w. Coal.
fael, x. M., on Octoher 5, 1906, viz:
muí RENT Pleasant furnished
Melquíades T, Otero, for the SE 'A
XK M, X '., SEtti and XE
SV Vt rooms in modern house, 7 --'4 S. SeSec. 24, T. 1 X., R. S W.
end st.
lf
He names the following witnesses tj
FOR RENT Modern
prove
his
ContinUOU!
irri-Veresidence upon,
st.
JVetv yorK tn Time
the Opening of-su
and cultivation of, said land, viz: JOse
FOR RENT. ii -- roomed
nTmeílí
Ableta, .lose Antonio Sandoval.
house.
Dr. E. N. Wilson, 40 s
Figucrou, Pablo Lucero, all of
Arno.
Cubero, x. M.
(f
n,
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
I'Olt JtKXT One
furnished or unfurnished. W. V. Fu- .....
kill U,ntt,M
iroue, i id w. Coal.
..... iiiia. 'I1!in,,
tf
"...
Is the liest season in which to change
11,11 RENT One
Three hundred and sixty oi tin- very Uffhest irrades. in all the newmi atulpa
double
your system of keeping accounts in house, furnished or
unfurnished. W
and in all sizes, are placed on sale
and Bliape
bound hooks to the use of loose leaf V Putrelle, U6 W. Coal.
;f
this weK at the lowest price boys' caps have ever
method!. You know ihe advantage!.
FOR
Pleaaant furnished
We make all sizes and styles. Let's rooms atI1K.W
oeen sold m town, being fully 5Qt mi the dollar
SIB S. Third st.
tf
talk it over.
YO0E CHOICE
H. s. Lltligow & Co.,
Bookbinder!.
Journal Ruildlng.
A. BORDERS
Mlm Phllbrlck's KiiKlcrgnrtcn will BlaeK or Clly Undertaker.
white hearse, $6,00.
open September
I. in
Conunerclnl
Club rtulidlng. Auto telephone
dull liuildiiig.
SIB; Colorado, red 11B. Albuquerque!
New Mexlc).

SEPTEMBER

Abraham's Employment
at Elite

Of-

W. Sliver uva,
'Phone 379.

120

fice,

res-

22, 1906

17

m

1

I

Secy

President

6

lTo

DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS
AND JOLLY GOOD FELLOWSHIP

6

(J

,

d

wed-din-

Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

ed

RECKLESS RUSSELL

-

One-Legge-

FREE!

pR

re

.

for rent

WESTERN AMUSEMENT CARNIVAL CO
Up-to-Da-

fur-nUh- cd

Jersey Stock

Parade, Sheep

Trades
Merchants'

Growers'

Flower

Uni-versi-

nnnnnr.nnnrLTLaJ

4-

Thirty Z)qg. Hoy School Caps

JuU

Jrorn

OF SPECIAL

S,I E

-1

1I

housekeep-5J21'lll1ÍlJ-ÍJJll-

for

School

Qor-gon- lo

AT HALF TPICE

30c

30c

Com-mercl-

4

BOYS' SUITS

SHOES

A Avery

Boston
North First Htreei, nil It Una he
Mauger, Alhuuurrque, 14. M.

A.

FLEISCHER!

Estate and Loans. Fire
insurance. Surety Bonds

Aulo Phone

FOR SCHOOL WEAR

2H

212'., s. second st

FOR SALE.
1,

close in.

iL'.OtiO- -

SCHOOL SHOES

F
DREtttt Yuri; imv ix ONE
OlfR NOBBf BUTTS.
UK HAVE
A VRRT II AM
ME NEW PAUL
BTDCK,
WHICH
CONSISTS
OOOD, STRÓNO AXI' DURABbfl
QUALITIES, ANO THEY ARK
SHOWN IN Al.l. OP THE XEW-B8- T

s.

W8

SEUL
BTRONQBSI
THE
SCHOOL shoks ON THE
MARKET ITB THE V.
LAS JHOB I'oi! QPY8,
IT CONTAINS
EVERY ONE OF THE
STRQNO rSATUBBd
fOÜND IX
THE MEN'S norm, as BHOE8 AT
11.60, WK OUARANTEE IT

i!iiS'

iF

STYLES

I

it

s St'lTS

at

íron.

W.

a;'.. on io sH.un

VOI

I

lls' si ITs

nt fmm
.SH.on in

new brick cottage;
Eighth st.; adobe outbuildings
modern brick cottage,
bath, electric lights; good location
$2,100
brick cottage; hath,
electric lights; X. Second St.; $850
CÜh, balance on time at S per cent
11,160
brick cottage, good
lights, lot r,0xl42, in Highlands.
$2.100
brick cottage, well
built, N. Eighth street.
$4,000 Two good houses, 6 lots
shade trees, room for two more
houses; close in; N. Sixth street.
$2,250
modern adobe, wen
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees nd shrubbery. Fouth ward.
$2,200
frame dwelling, on
corner close In, lot 76x142, fin
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property
fui
X.

SCHOOL SVITS

I

I'i'

'

II.

M$M

V.

IMH'GLAH

Bojra'

shots

pair
SMITH

$9M
It'Hs' SIkh's.

I'ulr

.,.

$2.041

ALL HOAVS LEAD TO

SIMOJSÍ
STEHJV'S
The "Railroad
Clothier
A-Venu- e

Central Station for Good T)reíerf

sale.
Some good ranches for sale close
city.

U

brick cottage, bath
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 66i
142; N. Second ntreet.
$1,300
frame, hew, barn
hade trcae, city water, high loca
t'on.
$2,000
frame cottage, bath
etc.; a. Arno street.
$1 ,000 frame cottage, bath.
electric lights, close In, easy terms
$6,600 4 double houses, close In. In
come $80 per month; a good Invest
ment, Hal' cash, balape on time at
8 per cent.
$2,600
frame, bath, electrtt
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot 76x142,
Fourth ward.
$1,300
frame, near ehops.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
modern convenience!; well built S.
Arno it
Money to Loan cat qood Real Eetatr
at Low Ratea of Interest.
$2, Coo

ATTOKNKVS.

W. Ü. RRYAN

Ft

Attorney at Law.
Office in First National bank

build-In-

g.

S. M.
I'HVSICIANS.
DR. ft. L. HUHT
Room
8. N. T. Arlmllo Rid.
I tl here,,...,...
oqIo l,
. , ,i..,f...l
i,
ni, riiKll tr is
louencv Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
nurse
in attendance.
7. ?! Ilvíríllnii('
Albu-tiierui-

i

'

ry brick; hath
cellar, electric lights cement walks.
on highland!,
tose in.
$:'..S.'0
brick; bath, electric
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
$2.7009-10011-

al

professional cards!'

Real

. I"

-

at

years old.

tf
WANTED
Iborers71aHveani
white, and all trades
supplied with
help on. short notice. Also domestic

;:oe.

$2.00 ti n.l.",;

Four bellboys

not under

,

'tit'.',:,, western steers.
l.400l,00j
western cows, 11.000 1.00.
Some claim to Have Done niggrsi
Sheep
fi.000;
receipts.
market.
Bnairtrw of year Wnlle Others Baj strong. Muttons,
4.l09llOj lambs
Tra.l, Ma. Been Quiet With Only 10.00497.76;
range wethers, $4..',ii'.i
Ores (.immIs mid .'..7.',. ewes, t í :,.á0.
MinIcchIc sale
Heavily,
Buying
Men
Overcoat
Chicago I. he Slock.
Chicago Aug. 10- .- Cattle recelpls
a u.ooo; market, weak
Is
to
Common
ftoslon. Aug. 2. There
wide diversity Of opinion In the wool prim! steers. $3.7." l fi.fiO; cows, t'l.'ít
''I t SO.
heifers. (1.000)6.16; bulb.
trade as to the extent of business, $2.2504.10;
calvas,
doihe dealers claiming to haV! BOM
ll.00l.0O;
ra
and feeders. iL'.tiO- - 4.3,",.
the largest business of any week In slo, k
Sheep
reoeipts. 11,000; market,
the year, while others say that trade
10,
lowst
leid. r,.7S lambs.
with them has baaa quiet, though sheep
p.
SI
v, iillngs. $t.O0Q
$4.2fi
Ihfl
that! havs been modérale sales.
.:
lambs,
7,i;:,.
Hi.iiO'o
h.
week
of
the
reported feature
been the buying of the woolen dress
Boston Wool Market
goods1 anil overcoating manufacturers.
It being claimed
that Boston dealers Is Itoston. Aug. '.'V The wool in nkc
Willi
firm.
fair tradlngf Pulled
have sold larac lots of Wyoming wool
to go lo Philadelphia
Trade sccin wools are In fair demand.
dislo have been rather unpiUally
It Loans
tributed, and in general then- is only,
St. Louis. Aug. II. Wool steady.
fair activity, prices getting oil to i
fair selling basis rather than aaking Territory nd western medium". II If
Oie medium. I74M0C'
fine. 14
quotations. Theie have been
sales :'S.
of clothing territory. California and .1 He
Tessa wools, Including eight montlm'
"E.
st z4fjJ4tt cents, or CttfiA
Ten, scoured,
twelve months' Tegs
lenla

st 27 cent.
rivaned: middle

Itox 218
WANTED

servants.

,

hulls.

Money to Loan
Furniture. Pianos. Organs. Horses,

On

W

ALBUQUERQUE

PATABLK IN ADVANCE

PEJISONAL PR( tPEBfr LOANS.

aBaBaaBMBajBtagntJaaBaaaanaBB!

HaVBal

h

Chicago Board oj Trade.
Chicago. Aug. is. clear weatner'ln
the northwest bad a depressing effect
on th, local wheat market today bill
a fair demand by shorts caused
firm tone at the lose, final IjUOl itlOM
on the December delivery
being up
nc.
December wheat opened al 74
to Ti'kc sold off to 7:ir', and then
advanced to 74
the losing quotation.
December corn opened St I"7.,
'o 4 I, to 44r. sold off to LI'V'i V and
ih n advanced bo 44'u ke. Plnsl quotations were at 441,. December
oats opened at 304c sold between
S0fcFC ami :;(",. and Cioaed at

4..-.-

ALL CLASSIFIIH) ADt'ERTlSBMENTS

I

The Mrtnls,

New Yotk. Aug. 21. Copper fle-- i
:,h for
lined Js Id to LS(
not III
the London market.
No qhanga was
reported locally.
The market was
firm at $ I S.7
for lake. JlS.áO for

electrolytic,

Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
amlmlmm'm
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixtAnnual

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS EM&NT Ss!

.a

"

--

phones

Hot li

DR. J. H. WROTH
DH.

J.

Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque. N.
ItltilMstriM

K

M.

Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
Room 17 Whltjnjr Black.

OR. W. O. SHADRACH

Practice Limited

No"'.Evc- Throat
Oculist and PrAurist for Santa Fe coast
hues. Office 31 ú 'A W. Railroad av.
tfflUTB
to l; a. m 1.30 to6 B.UX
I ) E N 11 SIX
"
OR. J. K. KHAW
-

-

Dental Suraeon.

Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
inn .ocien xtuie uwy uooas company.
Automatic Phone272: i'olorado. 164.
E. .1. ALGER, n. V. 8.
Offices: Arlmllo block. onooiUe Qol
71
den :n .. ,m
hm,.. s.in
""nT
12:30 Y,7m. 1:20 to
malic telephone 462.
AoDoln'raenta
iniide by mall.
DR. L. E. KRVIN

.

RS

Dentist

Auto Phone
Learnnrd and Llnaemann.
AltCHITECTS.

61. block,
Rooms 20 and 22. Whitliir
aver
I,'

W

V.

O. WALLINOFORD

Roomi

SUI.-M.B-

Architect!.
and Í7. Barnett Bulldlne.
num
CIVIL ENt.lM EIts:

46

'

'
PITT ROSS
City Engineer.
Ie.,ler In Land Scrip; AWIorncy
fore United States Land Office.
Room 18,ArmlJo Block.
J. R. FARWELL
Civil Engineer.
Room

IZ

N. T.

MofiNnxt;

Armlto''UlMIM

jo:jrxaL

WANT ADS
BRING RESULTS.

be-

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
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Albuquerque Is Growing Faster Than Any

5
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City in the Southwest

TEACHERS

INTERESTING

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

Now is the lime to secure some choice
residence lots in University Heights at present prices and on present
terms $25 to $150 a lot; $5 down, $5 a month, without interest. No telling what the
next twelve months will bring forth.
50-fo-

ADDRESSES

AT SECOND DAY'S SESSION

ot

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

Professor Miller Continues His
History of New Mexico, Miss
Woodman on Developmen í
of Drawing,

Down Town Office: 119 South Second Street, First National Bank Building

Several Interesting addresses went
make un a very intensely interesting program for the second day of
the city teachers' institute In the High
school building.
There were many
visitors who shared with the teachers
the benefits of the work of the session. Professor Miller continued his
talk! on the history of New Mexico;
the work gathering interest as he
proceeds. These discussions will continue through the remaining sessions
of the institute.
The teachers are
gaining much from these talks that
will ho of real service to them in
their grade work.
Reform Spelling Movement.
The teachers are altogether in sympathy with the reform spelling presented before the institute by Superintendent Clark. The aim is to discuss the arguments presented bv the
simplified spelling board appointed by
tlie National Educational association.
Miss Jessie Mayock. a teacher in
the city schools of Minneapolis, gave
a talk on the practic al presentation of
current news in grammar grades.
one Of the most interesting papers
of the Session was that of Miss Emma
Woodman, supervisor of drawing In
the city schools, on "Drawing, Its
Value and Developmeffc."
Development of
National Art.
Miss Woodman's address follows:
The must hopeful period in the
growth pf a nation Is the beginning or
a national art.
The desire for beauty-ithe first spiritual need, after the
physical necessities have been supplied.
II
is as If the stern winter
of existence had given place to
a
springtime of hope and joy. wherein
man's handiwork becomes beautiful
like the handiwork of the creator.
America Is coming to recognize the
value of drawing in education and
years ago the
commerce. Twenty-tiv- o
French people came to the same conclusion in an official report stating
that the organization of education in
art and Industry Is a work of national
impórtame in no less degree than th
organization
of a national army.
When Napoleon decreed that every
child in the schools Of France should
be taught to draw, such an impetus
was given to the artistic life of the
people thai no nation has Since approached them. It is the design of
a piece of goods that fixes its value.
England was awakened to this fact
at an international exposition some
years ago. where the French goods
were displayed beside the English exhibit, and the superior value of the
French designs n roust d England to
Introduce drawing into the schools
there. This Is a commercial age and
Ho
manufactured products of the
United States must compete with
those of foreign countries long noted
for their skill in design ami workmanship, it will no longer do to
Import both design and designer.
America must educate its workmen of
the future in every line of art and
This Is not only Importhandicraft.
ant as a nation. il question, but the individual needs to be better fitted for
his work.
Drawing is a universal language
that all nations understand, it gives
mud her means of expression and
awakens the latent talents and energy of the pupil. The impressions received through the eyé gate are eighty limes stronger than those received
through the ear gate. Drawing develops a keen observation, a skilled
hand, accurate and careful work, ami
It Is
a broad sympathy with nature.
triie many artists are developed and
once In a while a genius or Inventor,
hut this is not the main object m
lew. The largest number ol our pumay lead very commonplace
pil:,
lives, yet l,v their art education, the
beaut) of even the weeds and other
homely surroundings will be revealed
to their eyes. Honrv Turner liiiley
says it is the humble class that n
art most, for they have so little to
them. In our school work, if
we can give them a glimpse of the
beauty there is In a cloud even. It may
transfigure their clouded lines into a
glory,
develop
At least drawing should
enough originality and common sense
use
best
may
the
make
thai the pupil
of his surroundings, even creating abetter environment out of the materlal at hand.
Someone has slid thai art Is mor
godlike than science, science dlSCOV
Handicraft is the
ers. art creates,
outcome of drawing. It gives expression lo the creative ability. II is applied art. It !s the beginning of that
manual training by which every child
may be prepared to earn an honest
t

I

I

very marked. Their style is so simple,
original and effective that it appeals
to our American ideas of art. and the
study of Japanese methods will give
stronger and more delicate work.
One great need today Is that We
should apply the principios of art in
daily living and doing. The artistic
teacher knows how to arrange a room
in harmony with its purpose. The fitness of things done all day gives contentment. What hdmcs the children
might have if they only knew the
beauty there Is in a clean, orderly
sunny room, with a few flowers well
placed in simple jars and a few well
chosen and mounted pictures on the
wall. II is a great privilege to teach
people how lo live. Drawing gives
to us the golden opportunity.
Program for Toda.
The program for today's session

COMMITTEE TO
GLAD

G1V E

HAND TO

tl

a.

in.

Simplified

FAIR EXECUTIVE BOARD

HOLDS MEETING

Spelling,

Sup-

Clark. History of
New .Mexico. Principal J. A. Miller.
Tullen ulosis, lis Relation to our Public Schools, Dr. W. tl. Hope.
Discipline,
Correction and Punishment,
Superintendent J. K. Clark.
:;0 p. m. Hound Table Talk w ith
Fifth Grade Teac hers, Superlutenileni
J.

American Lumber Company tf)
Make Big Display, Manager
Instructed to Secure Fa1
mous Cheyene Bucking Bull,

E.

1

J. E. Clark.
3:30 p. m. Round Table Talk with
Sixth Grade Teachers, Superintendent
J. E. CI irk.

thutiastlc mc ting of the
ecu th
board of the
association
was held last night It the office ol
Manager P. V. McCan na ni he i ; ra .:i
building when all officers of the
ami nearly all members of th"
hoard wen- present. President Luna
presided at the metttng and the board
went carefully over all the plans foi
the biggest fair, lo be held Soplemhe17 to 'jn.
The board gave lis hear.'
sanction and approval to all the arrangements made and plana outünc,
meeting;
by the managers and
the
from start to finish was fid! of the
of
success.
spirit
A Glad Bard Committee,
The board ordered an innovation
last night. l! voted for the appointmen) ol a committee to welcome th
strangers who come to Albuquerqu
for the fair. This committee will mc t
all incoming trains and will be present at the fair grounds during the
early hours of each day to welcome
who
people
all of the
come over to see the show. The committee was unofficially dubbed the
glad band committee and It is nretty
certain that the name will stick. On
this committee President Luna no,- pointed George Arnot, D, A. Macphei
son. W. S. Hopewell. Ivan GrunsfeLd.
III.
Stern. Johhnv Boarrup, I.. W
Gallea, M. H, Basin, T. s. Hubbeil
Charles Cliadwiek. All members ol
the Committee har e wide acipialntau.
In New Mexico and it will be a ran
jinan who, some member of the c on
mineo docs not Know.
1, umber Company In Make Big Blsptltt
Business Manager John N. Coffln.nl
the American Lumber company, was
present al the meeting last night an,',
gave the board the welcome assuran
thai the big manufacturing enterprta
is to be represented by s fine aispmi
in the parade on Thursday morning
Albuquerque day.
Bucking ruiis Ordered.
decided
The executive board
vote thai the famous
unanimous
yenne bucking bulls musl be here
to perform at the fair. Manager m
Canna was Instructed to get this famous team and negotiations win he
opened at once with V. S. Whit'
dagger, the owner. These bulls arc
guaranteed to be the inns', vicious bovine lighters in the world They have
been known lo buck a saddle off their
backs and il Is said that one pf them
has never been ridden. A prize will
be offered to IhO COWbOJ who can ride
the 'cast.
An

ox-fa- ir

t

iisi-elatio-

CHAIRS FOR UNIVERSITY
Guaranteed to lie Unbreakable Delivered to the Nnv Dormitories on the Hill. Designed by
President Tight .
-

The Superior Lumber and Planing

Mill company of South First street
is new delivering to the University
of
ten
New Mexico one hundred and
chairs and fifty tables for use in the
new dormitory tor young men whicii
The furniture is
is about completed.
absolutely Unique in that it is guaranteed to be unbreakable and In its
curious design, which is like nothing else ever know n in the I'm nil uro
business.
The (hairs comprise sixty
straight backs and fifty rockers, the
latter being somewhat after the design of the Morris chair, while
the
tables are heavy mission Style, built
use.
was
The furniture
for
built by
the Superior company on contract,
after models made by President Tlghl
it is difficult to
of the University,
describe (he chairs. They ale built of
heavy lumber with mission style finish, eaeh piece being bolted to the
oilier With heavy Iron bolls stiiing
enough to couple up the plates on a
battleship. Looking a liltle cumbersome,
the chairs are none the legs
comfortable and there seems little
doubt that they will carry through
the claim of the planing mill company

thai they are unbreakable,
This furniture which carries (he
mission style to the limit, is very likely to become popular as a result of
its. use in the University.
Already a
considerable number of orders have
nine into the manufacturers from
netfo e itjitsl, p the lllversi V atol tllev
have found II neoesital'v In make Un
a considerable
supply of the furniture to meet the demand.
i

1
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WILD EXCITEMENT
REPORTED

Rate Dill Saves Mini Money.
'
After tonight at midnight we pay
a
full fare or quit traveling," said
well known public official yesterday to
am, her.
"Glad of it," said the other, who is
iffictal.
"Pass Is
quite a big jiubli'
thing In the
tile 'inosl exficrt n
Clad mine gone. Hop, I'll
world.
have to
When
never have allot hei
bay full fare on the railroad, and Bill
Jones wires me to run up or dot nI
or out or in fOZ a little ghat, and
know I'll spend thirty dollars at the
inference or al a hotel or a restaur- just wire, bat k and toll about
nit
am indment. if had a
the anti-papiss d go. and mo trip would cos,
t
mo four times the railroad fare,
n riding on a
know, because I've
pass for lo! these many years.
"Then think how much worry It'll
save you. When Tom Smith comes
iround and asks for a pass for his
half brother and his
family who are going on a pleasure
trip to California, ami expets you to
grel
it because he voted for roll fourteen years ago when you were runof
ning for cour.ic superintendent
schools, all you have to do Is to thow
him the rato bill. A man can't gel
mad at JfiBU tor refusing to get him
pass when here aren't any passes.
I'm glad Ibis rnle bill has come along.
ani' Klav hairs,"
It'll save me jtybw--

Chicago

Latin-Americ-

IS
AT ENGLE

Reported Between
Brutal Contení
Badger "ml Dog in Wnteti Well
Known 'utile Han Is Said to lime
Been the Referee.
Curious tilings have been happen
ing In Kngie. n. m.. according to tei- egrams received in Atbuquerojut yes- terday. Badger fights have been tak- Ing i, lace and BlthOUgtl details are
lacking the contests seem to have
WaJtei
been sufficiently, interesting.
o'llrlcn, buyer for the William Pal
company of this city, seems to have
been th hero of the contests accord- Ing to the following telegram from
John on. received yesterday by A.
B. BetS, "f the William ran company:
"Engle. N. M Aug. 28.
-

n

i

i
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of the Town

Dodging one's Friends.
who arfoxy young gentleman
rived in Albuquerque last night had
reasons of his own for keeping his
arrival from a number of more or
less ovneotant friends. Me had reas
on lo believe said friends would be
around the station and the Alvarado,
pulled in he bribed tlM
iso as No.
o otier to onen the left hand door of
the vestibule, opening onto the yard.'
The fooo
It was a slick scheme.
A

N. M.:
"A. it. Beiz. Albuquercjw
Kxritemont young man hugged his grip in riotous
"Just reached town.
brutal
yesterday's
ilion as he hurried Up (h
over
still Intense
- yards toward Itailroad avenue. Then
I'll! Ion
contest badger and dog.
creo. Until soles claim foul. Advise he Stumbled over an iron nip that
His
covers a PtntSCh gas pipe plug.
him to get out of town quick as
first, connecting square!)
oIMt."
hit
tble,
face
living.
discharge
from a
with a spot where a
A boy would rather do tilings than
ana
leaky locomotive had formed a pudEarthquake in Australia,
hear things or even see thrill, work.
naturally loves construction
Sydney. Xew South Wales. Aug. 2S. dle In the cinders. When he got up
Much of the drawing lends tin to this
There have been slight shocks of bis disguise was almost complete. As
and lis rafc(!CaJ value should be un-,- earthquake at Qarocar, twentyIIVe he passed the rear Pullman the man
with the hose who was watering the
rttOOd bv even the children. Every miles from Bathurst, X. S. W.
car, turned a concent rated, hlgb-prelesson must be of some r il use, and
sure stream Into tile cinder path ne-- i
Riven at the fight time to use.
To the Public.
fulled lo gel
Tl
oor work Is one of tile most
Dr.
Minor low. The foxyIt person
has been advertised.
was better lb. in a
essential lin"s of study. Color train- c AsBaldwin
City, win from under.
New
f
Jrorfc
Leander, of the comic
cloudburst,
ing Is necessary for many occupations give the opening recital on our
supplement, looked like a tailor 'I
In life. Color blindness Is a result nt
tith-ISepli
mber
organ
on
pipe
model compared lo Hie foxy person
a neglect to study colors in childaddition to the regular admissioi: When
he rounded the etui of the
hood. The children of Quakers are tl k"ts
we
dollars,
two
one
and
of
Then he came face lo face
apt to he color blind, but there Is no have prepared a special patron'-tleke- t train.
with the girl he hadn't sen for I
need of a pupil In our schools ever to
entiBesides
$5.
sold
at
be
tii
Two
of the friends he was
week.
Color
grow Up with thlí deficiency.
tling
purchaser lo the best seats dodging were marching up the platlessons are arranged for eaeh grade, In thethe
It
have
we
lo
desire
house
form Just behind, while a third was
Color Study is curiously like music In
that these amounts are con- surveying
the scene from the Alvara
its color notes, scales, tones, chords sidered more
our do veranda.
toward
as
doiuitlons
The last seen of ho
and harmonies. The artist Turner building fund. We have not made
composed nocturnes of blue and lilVtl any canvass of the city for subscrip- foxy young man he II id ducked gcrOSS
and symphonies of green and gold. tions ami therefore present this op- yards Inwards Hie sand InlK
Color traiiFtlgui s the world around portunity to those of our friends who
He Appreciated Fhji).
us as Joy transforms the life within. desire to help us and at the ame (iim,
"When I got on the train at Olofl-el- a
The history of art is one of the enjoy a rare treat.
to come home." said a pretty Albci histories of the world to place
REV. HUGH A COOPER,
buiUeroiic girl w ho has been up on.
before the child. It Is the record of
Church.
PaatOr
esbvlerlan
I'l
the PecOS Ashing for several week-and highest
man's best works
"I found the car crowded. I bad B
thoughts since the beginning of time,
tiig box full of nan packed In Ice gad
and unmirred by his crimes ami failI was anxious to get those llsh oul of
ures, teachee the lasting reward of
a
evepypAy.
sight, for they had told me tales
overy noble endeavor.
ROLLS,
II about how deputy game
FRESH HOT
wardens
néginnlng with the Indian art In
A traveled around on the trains lo catch
FRESH HOT Hltl'.AD.
the fourth grade, the Egyptian art In
IN
OVEN
TIME
T OF THE
the
people taking lish homo from
the fifth, the study of the Creek an
DINNER. ALSO ;FK- hills, (to I plumped into the first varomes in the grade best fitted to apH
ROLLS.
.CINNAMON
beside
It
cant
seat.
happened
lo
be
MN
preciate mid understand It. the sixth.
4'OFFEE CAKE AND APPLE
n big. good looking man who began
The Unman art In the seventh and
CAKE.
to look interested as soon us he saw
American and Japanese art I" studied
ON
tin box.
STOP
He didn't seem to take
vol P WAV
In the eighth grade. The artists best
HOME TO DINNER AND
much Interest In me, I shoved the
lined to each grade are chosen for
It
box half way under the seat.
TAKE VOI P HOI HOLDS
study, une sacred and one secular
wouldn't go all the way. We had got
masterpiece for each grade Is selected m AND BREAD Willi VOL
1
IN
IH
Lumy
a
when
bit
past
;ooi
THEY
little
looked
ARE
may harmonise
So that the picture
ee thnt the cover had
down to
PF l
S
ol tl
with the other work In pose drawing,
i
were
m
CO.
T
GROCERY
slipped
off
box
there
the
and
ape
mils,
THE
woin.
and
tud
iitil'iru
(.ooii Things ir Hit,"
three or four of my fjlneit trout In
thnv strengthening tivse linos.
n lull view. 1": in an was locking, ton,
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All the newest creations from T5he
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per suit.

tailors are now displayed;

Ask to
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Stein-Bloc-

& Co.
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$15.00 to $30.00

them.

All the snappy Boys' Clothing from

m.ig-nillcc-

Sam Peck

New York's most fashionable boys' tailors,

$5, $5.50, $6, $6.50 and $7 per suit.

Inspect this line
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We have a line of reliable Men's Suits, in all colors,
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REAL ESTATE

Natural Question.
t.
New Orleans
Entered as second-clas- s
know
matter at the pcstofflcs at Albuquerque, N. M..
"Vou
those cardboard
NKW TELEPHONE
under act of cong-rosthey
of March t. 117.
cut out?"
MONEY TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
"Yen. I've seen m."
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
RATES OP INTEREST.
THE MORNTXG
"Well, tlio other night I cut one out
ItNAI, IS THK LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPER
OP NEW MEXICO. SIPPOUTINU THE PRINCIPLES OP THK REPUB- of slater."
REM
LICAN PARTY ALL THE TIME AND THE METHODS OP THE REPIU-IJCA"avenal Hon- Ad sister happen to 4 room adobeFOR
house, Kelcher ave., $1?
have one of them Inside of her?"
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
(room house, brick. South Broadway. II 4.00.
Another
TV,,.-,l...,,ua
Larger circulation than any oilier paper In New Mexico, Tiie only paper Cleveland leader. Reason.
' l."- - Ctmitt.
Ml All,1', i,cf , tOftnn
4 rooms and
bath, furnished, South
la New Mexico Issued every day In the yenr.
"A woman lecturer claims that
Broadway,
hosiery Is as dangerous as tight
S. Arno street
house, modt-rnTUc Morning Journal Imm a higher
rating (linn ut accorded Boea"
$25.00.
"Yes, and It's almost impossible
to any oilier paper In Albuquerque or any otlier dally In New Mexico." The
house North Fifth St., $30.00.
women to carry their money
American Nrwftiinper Directory.
brick, modern, North Second
In them."
st. and liorna ave. $35.00.
Tamil OF SIBSCRIITION.
house, modern, Coal avenu.',
ITnmenionnhlc.
Dally, by mall, one year in advance
$35.00.
15.00 Philadelphia Public Ledger.
u
Dally, by carrier, one month
house near In, beautifully
"Let me see," said she. "what Is It
,mi
"
Dally, by mall, one month
nished: e very thing modern!
call those men who run autonio- 50
ture will be sold to renter, cheap.
'Pardon me," replied the gallant
ALBUQUERQUE NKW MI5XIC0 man.
FOR SALE.
I'm too much of a gentleman to
room brick house, modern '11 good
tell you what I call them."
WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUGUST 20. lonfl.
corner West Coal avenue.
beTwo lots o;-- . Marquette avenue
Of Course.
tween Fourth and Fifth sts., 1706
Judge
j One and a half acres of
land
She (thirsting fur Information)
mile from pMtofflce; line fruit
What la a gin mill?
four-rootrees, etc.: with
nousi
A vice
He (frankly)
lots coiner Sixth and West Co. !
1 w
She ,nd a water wagon?
e.
He A cr vice versa.
ITw lots, Marquette ave., between on
s
lamí wi.n
arre anil
A Smooth One.
I!;
e
4b 0 FA It
volume of receipts, the Sania F railway
mile out, at a bai- house one-haCleveland Leader.
ga
pany finds Albuquer lie one of the best towns on its
Me atoje a kiss.
system-Inouse, .orwi rum buooi with
Ami the angry miss
standing third, we i lieve, In the amount that it paya.
considera bath, etc., fine lot and shade tree
Exclaimed: "f like your cherk
Hon of thin fa. :
Í 1,S00.
i
ought to get fair treatment from the railroad
"Thai's good," said he;
house in Highlands, modern.
"1 shave, you see,
company, but this we do not get. Albuquerque does not ask the Bantu
corner. $2,800.
fine
Each morning in the week."
Fe railway company or ai ly other company or Institution for any special
houisu In a good location
Clnss.
$2.250.
(avara. All she asks is a si ue deal, and this we propose to get, peactiahl."
Judge.
Four houses on South Broadway,
If we can. by an appeal to the Interstate l ommlsslon If we must.
We fully
'Who are the F. F. V.'s?"
i
modern; will sell singly or all, at. a
"Frenzied Finance Victima
bargain.
appreciate the Important
to Albuquerque of the Santa Fe road, and have
Large and small ranches for sale near
alWaya been ready and willing to do anything In reason to defend and
In Kansas.
in. Tiact of land on the Mesa, eas-promote the Interests of the road, hut we ure not willing to be skinned. New Verk Sun
of the cltv.
Stranger How's corn?
fine lots on Tijeras avenue; also
and in onslderatlon of the fai t that we are o
if the riiad's best customers
Kansas Farmer Say, the ears have Some
on West Coal avenue.
regard i
exceptionally unjust for it tu rubject us to the aklnnlng grown so high above the ground that House and 3 lots on North Fourth st.,
they have to use trumpets to licai
14 rooms in a fine location.
Of I
what's going on.
Lots and houses for sale in nil parts If
But to he more specific:
is
The road
delih irately robbing the business
the city.
That's Why.
men of this place by unlawful discriminations against the town in freight
Four acres of land In the city limits,
Houston Post.
and stable, fruit
with urood house
rates. We are not prepared to assert that our merchants are overcharged
"Girls' bathing dresses make men
i
.,t
n fine location.
i
Coal av.; up
on
on every diss of freight, hut we can assert pn sltively that this is true In look long."
West
house
"Men don'l wear girls
bathing
to date. JC.900.
every case III it we have Investigated. In one lass, especially, which Is a K'.'ltS."
Lot on West Goid av., near Rlxth St.
Corner Iron av. and Edith st.,
sample of many, we arc prepared to prove before the Interstate Commerce J "I know it; that's why,"
house; modern: lot 711x142 feot; fine
eOmmlSSloa, by the road's receipted bills, that it has charged forty
cent
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
Ills Life Work.
property will be sold cheap if taken
more for goods hauled to Albuquerque from Missouri river points than for Houston Post.
at once.
'King
Chiropodists'
of
"The
dead.
House and lot on South Second St., beIdentically the same kind and character of goods hauled from the same
"King""
tween Lead and Coal avenues, at a
points to Bl Paso, two hundred and llfty-fou- r
"Ves, that's what the newspapers
miles further. And this not hi
bargain.
Brick house and lot on West Coal
H single Instance only,
but as a regular practice. Now, railroad people may call"1 him."
suppose his career shows Whnl
$2,600.
avc; 5 rooms,
talk as they please about "common points," and all that, but the simple may be accomplished by a man who
begins
at
foot?"
the
fai
BUSINESS CHANCES.
remains that such discrimination as we have referred to Is not only
"Ves; he began it the foot and Good ranche near the city for sale
flagrantly unjust and OUtrageOUS, but Is in open, direct and Indefensable stayed there."
at reasonable orlces.
I he
foi Rem.
Insurance. House
violation of the plain letter and spirit of the United States law on the subject,
Paid, and
Bents Collected. Tav-Bryan llns Started Home.
whb h declares in terms as plain and positive as the English language
i,roitertr
for
of
taken
chanro
entlrei
Kansas City Times.
rpHldrnts and
affords that no interstate road may Charge more for a shorter haul than
Across the foam
& CO
He's coming home.
. H. DVNBAR
for a longer one.
Lift the shout from Butte to Nome! 'Comer OoM Avenn- - nd Tilrd Buh.
if there wen any special favors to be granted, then the fact that tills
Silver Bill, llic same old pill;
The common folk arc all
town Is the best l uitomer the road Mas In the southwest would give us
His ready hand, his Smile SO bland!
to feel thai
to
as
us.
n
But
we have said
favor hould be riven
The sudden playing of the hand,
t any
l hoi
we do not
r ex
And lo! he's in his native land!
favors. W only want what Is our
lo not even isk for that much, because we are
due ind. In fact,
Let whistles blow.
perl tly willing Ic pay is much for our freight as is paid by our neighbors
Let roosters crow.
Let Invalids get up and go.
u ho
V to br bulled two hundred and fifty miles further, hut
With noise and din
it
it
Will'
barging us
higher price than our
And crowds that flrick
Along the dock
d to pay for I twenty-liv- e
neighbors are
per cent longer haul, that's
And cheer like sin.
r iiblif ng II
in.
have stood till indefinitely in the past, and we DfODOSl
We'll welcome William Bryan in.
to find out now Whether we shall have to stand it In the future.
Possibly
He Is the people's
and
we Shall, hut If mi we shall have the satisfaction, at least, of knowing that
A statesman grand,
WILL BUY A (i(i(il CIGAR
And thp' they kept him Idle long.
it is not due ti any neglect of duty on our part.
M 1ST A N fWHBS B, BUT
wit li snout and song
And noise gone wrong.
BUY A
WILL
IT
H ERE
They've come to Jolly him along
Tlims-Dcmnrra-
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IIOUSE íTHNISHEHS.
NEW AND
SECONDIIAXL.
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NIRISEN, MANAGER.

LOVERS gt LUNATICS
For the Benefit of the
Strong; Cast of Characters.
Highland Methodist Church.
Reserved Sea's. 75c
General Admission, 50c.
Reserved Scuts on sale at Matson's, after Tuesday, Aug. 28.
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Solo Organist for World's Fairs at Philadelphia, Charleston, Omaha
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Mill

On the New Pipe Organ in the

All kinds of ni'll work a
specialty. The right place
for good work at low price

First Presbyterian Church, September

J. LOVE, Prop.

A.

403 S.

Auto phono 468

Clly

of Naw York

Will Give the

Albuquerque
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Famous Organlet

Tickets on sale at Matson's on and after Monday, September

3, 19ffi
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To Contractors
HOUSE BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
Hnvlng consolidated the Phocnls
end Sursnior llalniji Mills, the
machinery boins of the latest designs and best makes, we ure prepare! to do all kinds of MILL
WORK at a price never before
New Mexico.
tempted
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Maybe So and Maybe flot

So whoop hooray.
For William

J

Tribune make; the statehood campaign In the SOUtflWOSt
especially In Arizona the subject of a leading editorial,
lerrlti
but It
pin o bes the subject with an evident lack of faith in the
outcoi
It reCOgniSCS the fact that the territory of Arizona Is so
thoroughly In the clutches of the corporations that the free people ol that
territory an- able to wield but little influence in In settlement of any uucs- tiou in which th' mining and railway corporations i e Interested, and there-- 1
ford while It look:; at the pending question from tin most hopeful side
it Is ireful to avoid any expression of confidence In the result. The Ti lhum
says:
"New Mexb o and Arizona cannot become a state unless u majority
There has been little
in MM h territory shall vote In the affirmative.
doubt of the readiness of New Mexico to accept Joint statehood, but It
h is hewn generally assumed that Arizona would not.
There was sui h
h fervor and frenzy of protest while the matter was before congress
ngalnst what was called an unhallowed and hated union with Now
Mexico that it was supposed almost everybody in the southernmost
territory would vote In the negative. Congress could not he moved.
Its final wotd was 'Joint statehood or nothing.'
"Some dispatches from Arizona indicate that not all arc for rejecting
the congressional offer. In two counties delegates favorable to Joint
statehood have been elected to the republican territorial convention
which Is to meet next month. In one of tin- counties the delegation
was elected in spite of the strenuous opposition of officials of tile
It has frequently be n said that the railSouthern Pacflc railroad.
roads and some other corporations were largely responsible for the
protests against Joint statehood. They, It Is said, would prefer to have
Arlxona remain a territory, so that they might continue lo enjoy low
taxstlon and several other profitable prlvllegs.
"Undoubtedly every clltzen of Arizona would prefer separate to Joint
statehood, hut when It comes to the pinch a larger number of the people
than h is been supposed may deem It better to take half a loaf than no
bread. Ki may be that there was some bluffing In the fiery assuranc-thaArizona never, never would tome Into the union of states with
i

I

i

New Mexico.
'

"If the republican party In the territory shall declare for Joint statethere may be a chance for It. The democrats, however, will
probably be on the other side. So will the corporations.
Hut tholr
desire to have Arizona remain a territory for selfish reasons may make
The voters. Irrespective of party, may reason
voles for statehood.
that what Is het for the corporations will not be best for them."
hood
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journal Building.
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THK TIME TO STOCK

Torn coal.

are now supplying our custoCANADA Is Importing harvest hands from Kurope, ami the Canadian mers with both hard and soft coal
Pacific railroad has made a rate of 130 from Liverpool to the harvexl at the summer price fur NtocKing
purposes. This price will continuo In
fields.
effect until September 1, when the
price advances. Take advantage of
THK prohibitionist candidate for governor of South Carolina is reported this opportunity while ot lusts.
W. II. II Ml A CO.
d
to has srtuek his
club. There seems to be intemrival with
perance In other things besides whNky. down in the state of Tillman.
EAT JAI I A S KltACK KltEA.M
BREAD.
tf
THK flrHt argument wc ever heard In favor of preserving the old ditch
IDEAL HEAITII HKSORT.
To rent for a term of years, the
was made by a visitor In the cfiy yewterday.
He said:
"Its flavor is so
new
and beautiful rcstdenco property
Strenuous that It makes an automobile ( dor seem quite refreshing."
containing about twenty rooms. In th"
finest location In the valley, about one
CHICAGO propose to tux the six hundred million dnllnrs now on mile from the olty limits on the Lock- mart ranch. Attractive arounds and
deposit In the ('hlcnfn banks -- and the Inwyers say It rnn be tegnlly done.
surroundings.
Also ten additional
rooms In contiguous cottages If desirHRNAToIl IlKVKItllJdK Is giving the Maine folks some of the llvellexl ed. Ample stables and outbuilding.
Apply on premlsea or address Mrs
talks they have listened to slues the days of Blaine.
aLockhart. Albuqueraue. N. It. tf
Wo

-

$1,000,000.00
S

B. H. lirUgs A Cft.

Joshua s. Reynolds.
Bol, Luna, Albuquerque, N. M. ; C. F. Alnsworth,
Phoenix, Ariz.: It. J. Palen, Santa Pe, N. M.
Secretary and General Manager J. 11. o'Hiclly.
Tri naau rer Pra nk McK.ec.
Attorney A. II. MeMIHen.
Medical Director Dr. J. If. Wroth.
Executive Committee M. W. Fkmrnoy, A. B. McMlllcn, Sol. Luna,
J. H. o iiiciij, Joshua s. Raynolds,
President
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Special Inducements to Good Men to Act

IMMACULATE
HATHItOOM IS
a joy in any household, to say nothing
of its sanitary necessity. One of flr
chief lines of our plumhing business is
the furnishing ami Installing of ba'h
tubs and
connected with
the water supply and sewage system
by the latest devices in piping. Oct a
free estimate of cost today.
AX

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

Avenue

Railroad

West

wash-stand-

We carry the Finest Line at
Oarden Hose In the City.

Heating Company.
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 71
412 West Railroad Ave.. Albuquerqu

WE WILL SELL OCR
HARM EBB AND SADDLES
AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES
l'OK TII1HTY DAYS

Heav
ocas,

Shoes

MFMICH
IfVfl

ticular attention to this branch

of our business ami our stock in
Children's Shoes Is larger than
ever. We are sure we can
please you In style und quality,
as well us In price.
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J. 6. BALDRIDGE

r0.f,

435 SOCHI FIHHT STREET,

11
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.85 to $1.50
SI.OOtoSLN.I
11.15 to $3.25
$1 .75 to $2.50

HOYS' SHOES
H to
13

t

lo 2
to

'2
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lo $1.75
$1.15 to $2.25
$1.10 to $2.50
$1.(10

ALlitlQtJEKQTJE, NEW MEXICO

Sold In Albuquertiue by
(VIUoHy

L

TRIMBLE & COMPANY

LIVEKY,

First

t
Comnny.

FEED AND TRANSFER
.STABLES
Clafls

Tcmonts at

New Phone 122.

Communication Made Easy

Reason-

able Ratea.

Old Phone

2

Gro88,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS

Mltl.s' SHOES

Baldridge's is the Place
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock qí Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, tc, always on hand.

PILLS.

k Haw. CsjrraiN RiMir Kt

W.
We want to supply your Boyi
(Jlrls with good rcllulil"
i ixi
Footwear for the opening Of
the ncIiooN. We have paid par-

If

Railroad Avenue

I

School

liéeaiáiaiiéiá

Concord Team Har$25.00
per set

408 West

5 to 8
N'i. lo

Standard Plumbing and

Ave

Both Phones

I

at Agents

'Phone, Black 144

PKPrtat irs

First Street andaola

110,000.00

Vice Presidents

THOS. F. KELEHER

Our
IftttSi improved
territory.
Our method h strictly Military, Seeing Ik believing. Come mid see f ir
yourself at the
PIOttEBR HAKI'.ltY,
207 South First Bt

II.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
CASH PAID IN

The Alvarado Pharmacy

Nil Sweat Stum
bread Is made In tnc
baker ihop In the

128.

& MYER

vation.

tf

MNiul.cs Arc Costly.
Our Statement Ledger Kystcm not
only prevents many mistakes, but
saves time and worry. We know, Mr.
Tlutall Merchant, you would be Interested If you understood the system.
Iet us exp'aln It to you. Auto 'phono

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Some Office:

few small ranches, ranging from

203

West Railroad Avenue

of ffeto Mejcico and Arizona

B. RÜPPE

CIGARS AS AN AMTOMOBILE
IS AHEAD OF A WHEELBARROW,
SOLD ON LY BY

resid-denc-

flltKAD

Life

three to ten acres each; nil under
ditch uud under high state of culti-

Colorado

FAR IN
OF OTHER NICKLE

CICLAR

OIIWWN

You How.
Dont bear unnecessary burdens.
a bad back are unnecof
Burdens
essary.
(let rid of them.
Doan'S Kidney Fills cure had backs;
Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
Cure every form of kidney Ills.
Lots of local endorsement to prove
this.
C. A. Hall, a machinist in the round
a
house of the Santa Fo shops,
204 Atlantic avenue, says:
"I
have had attacks of pain Just across
that part of my back Immediately
over the kidneys, some of which last- t;d an entire week.
When they occurred there was no let up to the ach
ing, and naturally I was on the lookout for something to check the trou- ble, if not radically dispose of it. The
last medicino I tried was Doan's Kid- ney Pills. To say that they arej
worm recommenmxig ieeiny expresses
my opinion of them. They quickly
removed the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price HO
Foster-Mllhur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents
for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no oilier.

Mexico cale
always predicts our yesterday's weather fur tomorrow.

THK Duly mistake the weather bureau make

STRAIGHT FIVE"

7

OCCIDENTAL
Insurance Company

WE HAVE FOR SALE
A

1 1

-2

SHAKE IT OFF.

M

Both Telephones

ditions to the city.
Wc have several small cottage, well
In, for sale on reasonable terms.

V

The blushing hero of the day.

THE BLUE FRONT

DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE
West Gold Ave
208
1-

Fresh Lot Just Received,

The Williams Drug eo

THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING MILL COMPANY

Also, desirable lots In the dirfrrei:t

"DRUGGISTS'

A

We will he (rind lo rItc estion anything from the mill
worl: of o home to making awindow screen and will guaransatisfaction.

W00TT0N

35c

Pints

Quarts

mates

s

forty-per-ccl-

Welch's..65cGrLpe Jviice

ft Pelts
a Specialty
ALRIIQCBRQUV
LAB

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Loula, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

El Paso

jjtt

Southwestern System

Rock Island System

Wool. ILdrs

VICHA

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while a war- - the weary hours.
AH the Pcpular Games. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
J08EPU BARNETT,
120 W, Railroad Am
Proprietor

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through traína daily, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, observation Dining Cars, Chair Care and Coaches. For any trip, any.
w- l- re, any time TAKE TIIE SOUTHWESTERN.

Tur Fall Particulars see any Agent or Address

CARNETT KING
General Agent

EL

V.
PASO, TEXAS

R. STILES

Gen. Pasa. Agent

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY.
truimuort. distrib- oí hnd loa!
otherwise
Ir and with, either for It. ??f or ff.r
LABOR
others on pommission. en'tle, Mieen
hog, poultry, fish. game an-- all dairy,
nnu
r.irm ami ncrli tuturni pm-iunmmoditles; to produee, manufacture
ind nthenvlse preñare, and Vi buy
sell, store, transport, dlxtrljtvte nr.i
otherwise dispose of and dial in and
on
with, either for Itself or for
cf ntmlsion, (a) any and nil of the
products, commodities, artleic. ami
LABOR DAY
iidnfts wh' n may be derived in whoi
o in part therefrom, and (b) any
and all materials, supplies or pr
lileh may be used in or In e.oineetloi.
production,
with the manufacture,
preparation, use or sale of anv f "M
of products, commodities, acts a 1
.
Program
and
Parade
and (c to that end to buy.
Arranged at Meet- own. lease, occupy, use or dev lop any
. Speeches
lands, re.i.ches. farms, mines, fishinR
ing of the Central Labor licenses or ;reserves. carry
2. T' cciabllak and
oil ;i BSli
and warehouse busi
eral cold st
Union,

MS ILL

To buy. sell.

I.

law

tM--

iM" uno"

CELEBRATE

u Corp
hundred and flíty-thr.- e
nttlon lv the name anl for the pn
p.xes set forth In said a.reement.
fJiven under my handand the (treit'
seal of the said state nt the city at
f
dnv
,.v...i.. ....... n,;. twentv-fiflSeptember, nlnet'cn hundri'd am

a.

AUüUbl

Wholesale tjfcw und t oed
D

h

I

.

WM

Tl

1

A

tl&Utfti

f
f

V- St.
"Cold Seal,"
Emprefs. "M
"Blanco," "North Starr and "Mountain Lose" Flour at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hy. Alfalfa,
Oats. Barley, Corn. Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Brgn.
Tí, x Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock arid Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, chicken
Bone, rleet Scraps, Native . Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Foo-i-

1.

(Seal.)

111

M. O. DAWSON,

Secretary of Stat,

oth-M--

ST TE OF WKST VIUnlNIA.

THE MILLS' NOVELTY CO
All Kin

e

a of Coin Machines Sold or Placed on Commission
Amusement,

Nickel and Penny Machines

rFHTIFU'ATK.
I. Wm. W. O. Dawson, secretary of
state of the state of West Virginia,
Edward F.
do hereby certify that
Large Profits on Small Investment. Call and Be Convinced
Swiff vice resident of
GoOMMMg.
Swill and
.
,
a corporation created and organ iz a 1 AUlO.
pUnop
114 W. Copper Ave
r
under Ihe laws f the state of W
Virginia, has certified to me under his
signature and the corporate seal of
?
said corporation, that at a meeting of
the Stockholder! of said corporation,
regularly held In accordance with the
requirements of the law f said statt,
at the office thereof, at Union Sleek
IfllHL
JEMEZ HOT STRINGS
STEVENS & BOWYER, PROPS
Chicago, county
X.
To purchase, lease Or otherwise Yards, in the cltv ofof Illinois, on Ih"
year
state
around
Cook
of
and
to
open
all the
Is now
213 West Railroad Ave.
At a special meetlnR of the A- acquire, w ek exercise and, turn or lelehlh div of December. 1003. at
mining rights,
of Accommodations
nest
such
lbuquerque Central Labor union Mon- account anv mines,
of
stock
of
the
meeting
all
which
quarry,
to
and
Interest therein,
by the
day night arrangements were com- anv
smelt, refine, dress and amalgamate corporation being represented
have t ikor by proxy
Why not live
pleted for a celebration of Labor day. and prepare for market ore. metal and holders thereof. In person
resolufollowing
the
voting
for
and
La.-- '
year the laM.r mineral substances of all kinds.
best
Otero's Hath House Rim
September 1.
on
the same was duly and regula"-I4
To engage In any other manu- tion,
unions held a celebration in Rotiin- Connection.
f.
passed,
and
adopted
pon park which proved most suc- re r Miring, trading or selling business
"Resolved. That the authorized capThis ye,-- " it IB proposed to if any kind or character whatsoever.
cessful.
cake BAKER
BUTTERNUT
stock of swift arid Company be
ital
register.
,.,, i naraitn in he miniinj. follow obtain,
for,
Ti apilv
2."," shares of the par
from
increased
aon
i
acquire,
in
the
park
ras,i or otherwise
l hv ninroerflrtl In the
MRS. WM. ROGERS. Prop
BREAD
value of S nil each to 1.000 shares
in the city
A number of prominent hold, use or operate, sell, assign or,
afternoon.
th:
h,
to California. You will en- You should plan to take that trip
.,,
m&fkB, the par value of Slim
tlialai el nnv trade
A Ihiimiernue
men will be Invited to
.
.
A
.
if
capital
Inauthorized
pat-n- t.'
the
names, copyrights,
visit me furana
joy the change,
trae
address the gathering.
J1 (111, 0(10
he
hereafl
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shall
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s
pre
Melinl,
Sec
At the meeting Monday night an ventions, Improvements and
Chris.
hi itofore."
J. D. Bafcln, Pres.
nsten d
Canyon and Petrified Forest. LibTELEPHONE YOUR ORDERS
rom th" Uev. need in connection with or seemed 0I
e said
ir tallón was
Wherefor, I
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.States
O. Gloml, V. P.
.1.
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crease of the authorll
or r other countries, or olher
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Otherwise
Los Angeles and return. $36.00.
or
purchase
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to
In Albuquerque .asking them
authorised hy law
Liqoor Go.
The Missouri Pacific R'y
,n quire, hold, sell, assign, transfer, mon-if HonOiVen
cre-tend the services in that church
the
San Diego and return, $36.00.
mv
and
ha
under
dispose
Bunday tvenlng, Beptember 15, when tage pledge or otherwise
deseal of the said slat, at the city '
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
Route
and
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Mountain
&
Iron
t,
Melinl
nantál l:,l,r dav .sermon will be shares of the capital stock bonds,
n
and
ot
!' Successors Bac echl & Gloml
of indebt- Charleston, this feint, nth day
bentures or other evidences
delivered.
For other rates and full particu101.
comber.
incorporation
any
other
The central body vo'ed unanimously edness of
WM. W. (l DAWSON,
and while owning lili
WHOLESALE DEA'LF. IIS IN
call at ticket office. Tickets on
lars
State.
of
Secretary
to accept the Invitation, and It was corporations,
S.)
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Have at all times maintained
to exercise all the rights and
aranged for all union men to meet same
including
th"
ownership,
every Tuesday, Thursday and
sale
of
privileges
in
&
service
the
CIGARS
passenger
Unbest
the
WINES, LIQUORS
at Odd Fellows' hall and march to
(Certificate under Section 908
right to vote thereon.
t
North
States.
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Saturday
United
points
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and
West
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the
South
Statutes
7. To carrv on any ether business
W
!' AMERICA.
handle everything in
The detailed program of the cele- whatsoever
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via
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which
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the
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DINING CAR,
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under
THROUGH
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dispose of
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Lok at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort- - "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
ale is due to their merits to nothing else.
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Albuquerque

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition,
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AND HEX
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Our prlcea are ItK.IIT
When bought right are a good Inveatmmt.
We Invite you to call and examine the heaullful dlami.nd good we are
offering. AIM Walche, Jewelry. Hllv.rware. ate. Mall ordure receive
prompt attention.
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High Grade Enamel Ware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware
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ai7 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Automatic 'Phone 721.

If you arc in Need of Anything in Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers
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FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary Mat mil Building Aasoclatlott
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COLO. PHONE 74

We Guarantee Quality and Prices to be Right. Try some
" Diamond Edge" Tools and Cutlery -t- hey give satisfaction
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Ndrth First Street, Albuquerque
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